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Abstract

Business cycle theory and practice commonly require consistency with a balanced growth
path. This choice implies restrictions on the shape of the aggregate production function.
Particularly, with investment-specific technical change a Cobb-Douglas production function
is needed. However, this requirement does not constrain the short-run properties of the
production function. We allow for cyclical fluctuations of the short-run elasticity of sub-
stitution between capital and labor, σt ∈ [0,∞). Using a competitive-markets framework,
we structurally estimate that productivity shocks are on average biased toward labor (i.e.,
σt < 1) and that σt is countercyclical. The dynamics of σt makes wages less sensitive than
labor productivity to productivity innovations at impact, but more sensitive thereafter. This
framework resolves four main labor market puzzles at once: Dunlop-Tarshis phenomenon,
labor productivity puzzle, labor share puzzle, and hours-productivity puzzle. Last, we show
direct empirical evidence from KLEM panel data that supports the countercyclical behavior
of σt.
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1 Introduction

Business cycle theory and practice commonly require consistency with a balanced growth path

(BGP). This choice implies restrictions on the shape of the aggregate production function. In par-

ticular, with investment-specific technical change not only is labor-augmenting technical change

needed for BGP, but also a Cobb-Douglas (CD) production function is required; that is, the

elasticity of substitution between capital and labor must be equal to one. These facts give rise to

a set of well-known labor market puzzles for standard competitive-markets business cycle theory,

which have been addressed, usually in isolation, with noncompetitive frameworks.1

In this context, we formally show that while the BGP requirement applies to the long-run

properties of the production function, it does not constrain the short run. Then, we propose

an aggregate production function that potentially takes a different shape in the short run (SR)

from the long run (LR). Specifically, we allow for cyclical fluctuations of the short-run elasticity

of substitution among factors of production. To do so, we follow the literature on local-global

production functions (see Acemoglu (2002) and Jones (2005)) and pose a technology that in

the short run has—potentially—a different shape (with σt 6= 1) than it has in the long run

(σt = 1). We incorporate this SR-LR production function into a state-of-the-art competitive-

markets model with capital utilization and shocks to productivity, investment, government and

home-productivity, enhanced with the separate treatment of the intensive and extensive margins

of labor supply. Using this model we structurally estimate the dynamic properties of the short-

run elasticity of substitution between capital and labor, σt ∈ [0,∞) targeting some (but not all)

moments of the labor market. This way, we use the matching of a larger set of non-targeted

moments as external validation of our model’s ability to generate labor market behavior.

We find that productivity shocks are (on average) biased toward labor (i.e., σt < 1) and that

this bias is largest in expansions. That is, σt increases in expansions (making capital and labor

more complementary) and decreases in recessions (making capital and labor more substitutable).

Further, we find a slow diffusion of σt with a σt that, in response to a labor-augmenting produc-

tivity innovation, drops at impact and slowly starts to recover after the 5th quarter toward its

mean from below. This dynamics of σt affects the relationship between competitive wages and

average labor productivity in a very specific manner. First, wages respond less than labor produc-

tivity to a productivity innovation at impact. Second, σt propagates the effects of productivity

innovations on wages—while not altering the response of labor productivity—with an implied

1The interest on the elasticity of substitution across factors of production traces back to Hicks (1932). See
recent and general discussions on the role of the the elasticity of substitution for economic growth in Masanjala
and Papageorgiou (2004) and Klump and Papageorgiou (2008). Instead, our exercise focuses on the effects of
the dynamics of the short-run elasticity of substitution on the cyclical behavior of the labor market.
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long-lasting hump response of wages that soon overtakes the response of labor productivity to

productivity innovations. We find this has strong implications for labor market allocations. Our

main result is that incorporating our flexible SR-LR production function into a standard frictionless

model resolves several labor market puzzles such as the Dunlop-Tarshis phenomenon, the labor

productivity puzzle, the labor share puzzle including its overshooting response to productivity,

and the hours-productivity puzzle at once. While some of these puzzles have been addressed,

mostly in isolation by noncompetitive frameworks such as Neo-Keynesian with ad-hoc frictions

and Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides models, here we show that a competitive theory with flexible

joint dynamics between productivity and the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor

provides a unified theory for these puzzles (without creating new ones).

We formally show that fluctuations of σt do not act as a source of business cycles but only as

a propagation mechanism of standard sources such as productivity shocks or investment shocks.

The reason is that σt has no effects per se on equilibrium allocations because the partial derivatives

of our production function with respect to σt are zero when evaluated at steady state. This has

to do with the fact that the short-run component of the production function is non-CD, but

the long-run component is CD. It is only with the cross partial derivatives between σt and other

sources of fluctuations that σt plays a role. Further, methodologically, we confront the solution

and structural estimation of a nonlinear model. The reason for the nonlinearities in the model

are due to the non-constancy of the elasticity of substitution, σt, in the short-run component

of our production function. Indeed, the fact that we find quantitative importance of σt through

cross partial derivatives with other shocks suggests that these nonlinearities are quantitatively

relevant. Note then that standard linearization methods cannot be used to solve and estimate

our model as they would entirely ignore the effects of σt. It is only with higher-than-first-order

approximations (or another nonlinear method for that matter) that we can capture the effects

of σt on the equilibrium allocations of the model. In this context, we choose to work with a

third-order perturbation method (a local method). We find a third-order perturbation performs

very well in our framework in terms of accuracy compared with the alternative global methods

that we try and faster in terms of computational speed, a dimension that we strongly care about

since we are structurally estimating the model and need to solve it many times. Further this

perturbation method allows us to analytically characterize the effect of σt.

Our interest is in exploring the properties of σt that help explain a set of labor market puzzles.

As we described above, these puzzles come mostly in the form of comovements of labor market

variables with output (and among themselves). For that reason we estimate the model with a

simulation-based algorithm that targets a set of (but not all) labor market moments and IRFs.2

2While alternative estimation strategies are available (in particular, methods based on Bayesian maximum
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We implement an identification scheme that is partly based on matching IRFs (as in Christiano

et al. (2005) and Altig et al. (2011)). In particular, we focus on the response of labor share

to productivity shocks. We will discuss identification of our model parameters with a simple

strategy by studying the deviations of moments from target in response to deviations from our

set of estimated parameters in a ceteris paribus fashion. This helps us determine which targeted

moment (or a subset of moments) is locally informative to identify a given estimated parameter.

Beyond our structural estimation exercise, we further provide direct empirical evidence for

the countercyclical behavior of the short-run elasticity of substitution between capital and labor,

σt. We pursue this under two alternative identification strategies using KLEM panel data for 35

industries from 1960 to 2005 in Jorgenson (2007). First we explore the behavior of σt in NBER

recession and non-recession years. Our results suggest a significant σt larger in recessions than

in expansions which conforms with our structural results. We further show that these results are

not subject to small sample bias. Second, we study industry composition effects over the business

cycle. To do this we assume the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is constant for

each industry but possibly different across industries. Then we investigate the cyclical behavior of

the industrial composition of output together with the industry-specific elasticity of substitution.

If the share of industries with low (high) elasticity of substitution increase (decrease) in expansions

this would be suggestive of the notion of a countercyclical aggregate elasticity. We find this is

the case, which is again consistent with our structural results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the main features of labor

market dynamics that are of great interest of this paper. In Section 3 we derive the long-

run requirements for the BGP of our economy with investment-specific technical change as an

additional engine of growth, and present our choice of SR-LR production function consistent

with those requirements. In Section 4 we pose our business cycle model. We incorporate this

SR-LR production function into a competitive-market real business cycle model with shocks to

productivity, investment, government and home-productivity, enhanced with capital utilization

and the separate treatment of the intensive and extensive margins of labor supply. Our solution

method to deal with the nonlinearities generated by a NCES-CD production function is discussed

in Section 5. The identification strategy of the model parameters is discussed in Section 6. We

discuss our quantitative results in Section 7 including business cycle moments, IRFs, and the

quantitative importance of each shock. In Section 8, we discuss in detail the importance of the

likelihood inference), our exercise requires nonlinear filters which are computationally very time intensive, see
Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Raḿırez (2004) and Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Raḿırez (2007).The require-
ment of nonlinear filters in our context would be due to the fact that first-order approximations around steady
state ignore, by construction, the effects of σt on model allocations that arises from cross partial derivatives (i.e.,
from higher-than-first-order approximations). We discuss this issue at length in Section 5.2.
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dynamics of the elasticity of substitution in generating our labor market results. Direct empirical

evidence of the counterciclicality of the elasticity of substitution is provided in Section 9. Finally,

a quantitative performance comparison with respect to alternative labor market models such as

NK frameworks with ad hoc frictions or DMP models with endogenous frictions is analyzed in

Section 10. Section 11 concludes.

2 The Facts

In this section, we discuss the main features of the cyclical behavior of the labor market in which

we are interested.

2.1 The Cyclical Behavior of the Labor Market

For this description we use quarterly time series of real output per capita y, hours per capita eh

(i.e., the compact measure of labor input), employment per capita e (i.e., the extensive margin of

labor supply), average hours worked per worker h (i.e., the intensive margin of labor supply), real

wage w, average labor productivity lp and labor share ls for the U.S. 1954.I-2012.III. The details

on the construction of these variables are in Online Appendix A.3 Our construction of labor share,

lst =
wteht
yt

, (1)

attributes to ambiguous entries of income (e.g. proprietor’s income) the same labor share that

one obtains from unambiguous entries of income (e.g. compensation of employees), i.e., the

same strategy implemented in Cooley and Prescott (1995) (see Online Appendix A.3). Further,

for our model to yield a measure of wages consistent with our series of labor share, hours per

capita and output per capita, we define the data series of wages as wt = lst
yt
eht

(i.e., the ratio

between the real wage bill and total hours). The alternative, which is to compute series of wages

from micro data, implies potential inconsistencies with aggregate labor income and hence with

our definition of labor share. Finally, (average) labor productivity is lpt = yt
eht

.

Table 1 shows the cyclical component of these logged and HP-filtered labor market variables.

First, in terms of the variance, hours per capita, eh, fluctuate almost as much as output, y.4

Further, the variance of hours per capita, var(eh)=3.64 is mostly due to the variance of the

3In particular, note that employment per capita e is the product of the employment rate (number of workers
divided by non-civilian labor force) times the participation rate (non-civilian labor force divided by non-civilian
population), see Online Appendix A.2.

4Indeed, eh fluctuates somewhat a bit more than y for our entire sample, although this feature disappears if
we drop from the analysis the recent great recession years.
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extensive margin of labor supply, var(e) =2.51, while the variance of the intensive margin of

labor supply is var(h) =.28, about ten times less than that of the extensive margin; see similar

insights in Cooley and Prescott (1995). Note that this implies a positive covariance between et

and ht to account for the remaining balance between var(eh) and the addition of var(e) and

var(h). We find that this positive covariance implies a correlation of .51 between et and ht.

Further, the size of the cyclical fluctuations of wages and labor productivity is similar. Relative

to the variance of output, wages move about 27% as much as output, labor productivity about

25%, and labor share about 18%.

Second, we turn to analyze the comovements of labor market variables with output and among

themselves using the correlation matrix in Table 1. Note, yt and eht are highly correlated, .88.

The extensive margin of the labor input, et, is more correlated with yt and eht, respectively .82

and .97, than the intensive margin, ht, respectively .73 and .70. Table 1 also documents a set of

comovements that represent well-known puzzles with respect to standard business cycle theory:

(a) The Dunlop-Tarshis phenomenon, ρ(w, y) =-.13. This phenomenon is described as

a low (or even negative) cyclical correlation between wages and output per capita. Our precise

estimate for the correlation between wages and output is -.13. This behavior of wages is also

observed in household-survey and establishment-survey data, see Brandolini (1995) and Abraham

and Haltiwanger (1995) for comprehensive studies.5

(b) The labor productivity puzzle, ρ(lp, y) =.15. While labor productivity has been highly

correlated with output from the mid-1950s to the mid-1980s,6 this is not the case anymore.

Gaĺı and van Rens (2010), McGrattan and Prescott (2012) and Ramey (2012) show that the

comovements of labor productivity with output after the mid-1980s dropped to almost zero.

Here, we find that for the entire sample period 1954.I-2012.III, this correlation is .15.7 Gaĺı and

van Rens (2010) argue that a movement toward less friction in the labor market can explain

this lower correlation. In a competitive-market setting, McGrattan and Prescott (2012) find

that a model with intangible capital and sectoral TFPs can account for the low procyclicality of

labor productivity. Instead, here we find that a competitive-market model with a flexible SR-LR

production function delivers this low correlation between labor productivity and output even when

fluctuations of labor productivity and output are still mostly driven by productivity shocks.

5See the recent discussions in Pissarides (2009) and Bils et al. (2014).
6Using Current Population Survey (CPS) data for U.S. 1955:3-1988:2, Hansen and Wright (1992) find the

correlation between labor productivity and output is .58, and using Current Establishment Survey (CES) this
figure is .36. Cooley and Prescott (1995) find similar numbers, respectively, .41 and .34, for U.S. 1954:1-1991:2.

7Ramey (2012) finds a CPS-based correlation of .38 before 1984 and .15 after 1984, while the CES-based
correlation is .49 before 1984 and .04 after 1984.
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(c) Labor share puzzle, ρ(ls, y) =-.34. The cyclical behavior of labor share has also been

subject to scrutiny, (see early discussions in Boldrin and Horvath (1995) and Gomme and Green-

wood (1995), and a more recent review in Ŕıos-Rull and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010)). An inter-

esting aspect of labor share is that it is defined (after taking logs) as

ls = w − lp.

In this sense, labor share is the statistic summarizing the difference between wages and labor

productivity. What this means is that while one can get the correlation of labor share and output

right for many reasons, there is only one right way of doing so and that is by explaining the actual

behavior of wages and labor productivity. Further, we can show that the labor share puzzle is the

result of the two previous puzzles ρ(w, y) and ρ(lp, y). To see this, note that the correlation of

labor share and output, ρ(ls, y), can be written after some manipulation as,

ρ(ls, y) = ρ(w, y)
sd(w)

sd(ls)
− ρ(lp, y)

sd(lp)

sd(ls)
. (2)

That is, ρ(ls, y) is a weighted average of ρ(w, y) and ρ(lp, y), where the weight is the relative size

of the standard deviation of each component of labor share (i.e., wages and labor productivity) and

the standard deviation of labor share. We can further manipulate the RHS of (2) to leave ρ(ls, y)

only in terms of the components of labor share (i.e., w and lp).8 This way, the countercyclical

behavior of labor share and output ρ(ls, y) =-.34 can be explained with (i) the correlation of wages

and output ρ(w, y) =-.13, (ii) the correlation of labor productivity and output ρ(lp, y) =.15, (iii)

the correlation of wages and labor productivity ρ(w, lp) =.67, and (iv) the relative size of the

fluctuations of labor productivity and wages, var(lp)
var(w)

=.96. To our knowledge, we are the first

to do this decomposition of the correlation of labor share and output. In this paper, we show

that a competitive-market model with our flexible SR-LR production can explain (i)-(iv); namely,

each of the components of the correlation of labor share and output, and hence rightfully get the

behavior of labor share over the business cycle.

(d) The hours-productivity puzzle, ρ(eh,w) =-.44 and ρ(eh, lp) =-.33 . Christiano

and Eichenbaum (1992) redefine the Dunlop-Tarshis phenomenon as the negative (or low) cor-

relation between hours and wages, ρ(eh, w) =-.44. To resolve this puzzle they introduce govern-

8To see this, note that var(ls) = var(w) + var(lp)− 2cov(w, lp) and, hence, we can rewrite (2) as

ρ(ls, y) =

(
ρ(w, y)− ρ(lp, y)sd(lp)

sd(w)

)
ι(w, lp) (3)

where ι(w, lp) =
(
1 + var(lp)

var(w) − 2ρ(w, lp) sd(lp)sd(w)

)− 1
2

.
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ment shocks that shift (increase) labor supply for any given wage, making wages less procyclical

after a productivity shock while enhancing a higher response for hours at the same time. The

same mechanism will be operative in our setting. Because wages are not identical to (average)

labor productivity (i.e., labor share is not constant), it is also relevant to study the correlation

between hours and productivity measured as (average) labor productivity, which in our data is

ρ(eh, lp) =-.33 (see also McCallum (1989) and Hansen and Wright (1992)). In our case, we

show that it is our flexible SR-LR production that enables the resolution of this puzzle.

2.2 Data IRFs: Response of Labor Share and Output to Productivity Shocks

Here we investigate the response of labor share and output to productivity shocks as part of the

facts of the labor market that we are interested in. This analysis provides a factual dimension

beyond the unconditional moments in 2.1 and captures potential joint dynamics of the labor

market with productivity shocks which are properties that we aim our model to inherit. Here,

we focus on the joint dynamics between labor share (which, as discussed above, summarizes

the difference between wages and labor productivity) and productivity shocks. In this regard,

Ŕıos-Rull and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010) document a significant overshooting response of labor

share to productivity shocks (identified as an observable total factor productivity unadjusted for

investment-specific technical change) that kills the power of productivity shocks in generating

aggregate fluctuations in a standard RBC model. Recent literature on labor share considers

matching this overshooting response of labor share endogenously in settings that move away

from frictionless RBC models through search frictions (see Choi and Ŕıos-Rull (2009), Moscarini

and Postel-Vinay (2009), Justiniano and Michelacci (2011) and Yashiv (2012)), optimal contracts

(see De Graeve et al. (2010)), Schumpeterian models (see Francois and Lloyd-Ellis (2009)), real-

location shocks (see Lettau and Ludvigson (2013)), firm entry costs (see Shao and Silos (2013))

and countercyclical markups from oligopolistic competition (see Colciago and Rossi (2013)). The

results of this literature are diverse, but so far it is fair to say that overall there has been relatively

modest success in replicating the response of labor share to productivity shocks. In that sense,

we consider this overshooting behavior as part of (if not the actual) labor share puzzle.

To conduct our empirical analysis we pose a trivariate autoregressive (AR) process for pro-

ductivity, labor share and output. Here, we follow the literature on labor share and identify

productivity shocks as the observable short-run log-deviations from trend from the total factor

productivity. Specifically, we compute the total factor productivity residual (zt) as

γz,t = γy,t − (1− lst)γk,t − lstγeh,t, (4)
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where γx,t = xt−xt−1

xt−1
is the growth rate of xt and the series of capital (kt) is recovered by using

the perpetual inventory methods,

it = kt+1 − (1− δ0)kt. (5)

where it is net investment and δ0 is a constant capital depreciation rate. Then, normalizing the

initial value z0 to one, we can recover the entire series zt.

We need our series to be stationary for estimation. While labor share shows no discernible

trend, the series of output and productivity are logged and linearly detrended before estimation.

Our trivariate AR is specified as follows,

zt = Ψz,z(L)zt + εz,t,

lst = Ψls,ls(L)lst + Ψz,ls(L)zt + εls,t, (6)

yt = Ψy,y(L)yt + Ψz,y(L)zt + εy,t,

where Ψk,`(L) ≡ ρ1,k,`L+ ρ2,k,`L
2 indicates lagged marginal effects of k on `, and there are two

such lags with

εt = (εz,t, εls,t, εy,t)
′ ∼ N(0,Σz,ls,y), (7)

which we factorize a la Cholesky to yield,

εt = Ωz,ls,yut and Ωz,ls,y =

 ωz,z 0 0

ωz,ls ωls,ls 0

ωz,y 0 ωy,y

 , (8)

where ut has unit variance. The identification assumptions to pin down Ωz,ls,y are that innovations

to productivity affect the labor share (i.e., ωz,ls 6= 0) but not the other way around (i.e., ωls,z = 0),

which is the identification assumption in Ŕıos-Rull and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010). Further we

also set an analogous identification for the joint dynamics between productivity and output; that

is, ωz,y 6= 0 and ωls,y = 0 and the mixed innovations ωy,ls = ωls,y = 0.

Here, we are interested in the response of productivity, labor share and output to productivity

shocks. The top panel in Figure 1 shows that the response of productivity z to its own innovations

is positive and significant, rising to .0068 log points above mean at time zero, and slowly declining

with time in a convex fashion after the first quarter to reach a value of .001 in the 50th quarter.

The IRF of labor share to productivity shocks is plotted in the center panel of Figure 1. The
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response of labor share to productivity innovations is characterized by: First, an initial drop to

-.0022 log points below its mean at time zero; second, an overshooting behavior described by

labor share rising after the initial drop to cross and surpass its mean between the 6th-7th quarter

and reach a maximum value of .0021 log points above the mean in the 26th quarter; and, third

a long-lasting impact as labor share declines at a much slower pace than it rises, with a positive

response that is still above the mean by .0014 log points in the 50th quarter. See Ŕıos-Rull

and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010) for a similar description. Finally, the bottom panel in Figure 1

shows that the response of output to productivity shocks displays a slight increase in the first

four quarters and a slow decline to the mean similar to that of the IRF of productivity to itself.

3 The Shape of the Aggregate Production Function in the Short and

Long Run

In this section we discuss the shape of our aggregate production function for different time-

horizons. First, we introduce some notations useful for distinguishing short- and long-run behavior.

We assume that each and all of our variables xt can be traced over time using xt = x0(1+λx)
tx̂t.

There is a long-run component (a deterministic trend) and a short-run component (deviations

from the trend). The long-run component is x∗t = x0(1+λx)
t with long-run average growth λx =∑T

t=0
λxt
T

, and the short-run component (the log-deviations from the trend) is ln x̂t = ln
(
xt
x∗t

)
.

In the long run, log-deviations from the trend are zero, that is, x̂t = 1. Assuming that a shock

ât is the only exogenous source generating business cycle fluctuations (i.e., deviations from the

trend), we can write the behavior of xt as:

xt =

{
xt
x∗t
x∗t = x̂tx

∗
t if ât 6= 1

x∗t if ât = 1.
(9)

That is, in the absence of shocks, all variables follow a deterministic trend. The existence of an

optimal trend, or a balanced growth path (BGP), is discussed below in the context of the model.

Here, we propose an aggregate production function that in the short run has potentially a

different shape, fSRt (.), than it has in the long run, fLR(.). In terms of (9), this implies that

aggregate technology takes the following form:

yt =

{
fSRt

(
kt
k∗t
, at
a∗t

lt
l∗t

)
fLR(k∗t , a

∗
t l
∗
t ) if ât 6= 1

fLR(k∗t , a
∗
t l
∗
t ) if ât = 1

(10)

where yt is output per capita, kt capital per capita, lt aggregate hours per capita, and at labor
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augmenting technical change.9 Note that the short-run production function fSRt (k̂t, âtl̂t)
10 is

operative only if there are shocks that move technology away from the trend (i.e., ât 6= 1). Note

also that the shape of the short-run component of production is allowed to vary with time, fSRt .

We denote with fLR(k∗t , a
∗
t l
∗
t ) the long-run production function that is operative only if there are

no shocks (i.e., ât = 1); that is, when technology at is exactly on its trend, at = a∗t .
11 This

production function is very much related to the literature on local-global production functions

introduced by Acemoglu (2002) and Jones (2005), and the literature on appropriateness by Basu

and Weil (1997) and Caballero and Hammour (1998). Here we take the locality of the production

function as defining the short-run allocations, and the globality or appropriate allocations as long-

run (or BGP) allocations.

What is relevant for us is that our choice of technology has implications for the substitutability

across factors of production over time. In particular, using our flexible technology (10) the short-

run elasticity of substitution can differ from its long-run value. We aim at studying whether

this matters or not for our understanding of the sources of business cycles and for the ability of

competitive models to generate labor market behavior over the business cycle. To do so, we need

to bring this model to the data. But first, we need to choose functional forms for the long-run

and short-run components of (10).

3.1 The Shape of the Production Function in the Long Run

To be consistent with balanced growth, theory imposes discipline on the choice of the long-run

component of the production function, fLR. This has to do with the fact that we introduce

investment-specific technical change as an engine of growth.12

Theorem 1 [Existence of steady-state growth with investment-specific technical change]

Suppose there exists a balanced growth path in a one-sector neoclassical growth economy with

investment-specific technical change; then either

9We will introduce endogenous capital utilization and separate intensive and extensive margins of labor supply
in our benchmark model in the next section. In this section, however, we reduce the number of inputs in the
production function for an expositional purpose without loss of generality.

10Recall that we write xt = x∗t x̂t and hence fSRt

(
kt
k∗t
, ata∗t

lt
l∗t

)
= fSRt (k̂t, ât l̂t).

11Note that in the short-run production, k∗t , a
∗
t and l∗t are taken as given parameters; that is, effectively when

ât 6= 1 the social planner is solving only for kt and lt, and when ât = 1 the social planner is solving only for k∗t
and l∗t . It is never the case that the social planner is solving both kt and lt together with k∗t and l∗t at once,
because the production function is not operative in both problems at the same time, either ât 6= 1 or ât = 1.
Hence, as long as fSRt and fLR are both strictly concave, there will be a unique solution for kt and lt.

12See Greenwood et al. (1997), Greenwood et al. (2000), Fisher (2006), Justiniano and Primiceri (2008) and
Justiniano et al. (2011).
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• the aggregate production function is a Cobb-Douglas along the balanced growth path, or

• technical change is both labor augmenting and capital regressing.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.1.

Theorem 2 [Constancy and strict positiveness of factor shares along balanced growth

with investment-specific technical change] Suppose there exists a balanced growth path

in a one-sector neoclassical growth economy with investment-specific technical change; then for

factor shares to be constant and strictly positive along balanced growth, the production function

must be Cobb-Douglas along the balanced growth path.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.2.

In all, the steady-state growth theorem with investment-specific technical change, combined

with the strict positiveness of factor shares, imposes strong discipline on the choice of the long-run

component, fLR. The long-run component of the production function must be Cobb-Douglas:13

fLR (k∗t , a
∗
t l
∗
t ) = (k∗t )

1−ϑ (a∗t l
∗
t )
ϑ , (11)

where, under competitive markets, ϑ is the labor share.

3.2 The Shape of the Production Function in the Short Run

While the long-run component of the production function is subject to compliance with balanced

growth path restrictions, the short-run component of the production function is not. That is,

fSRt , is absolutely not under any BGP restrictions and is free to take any shape. To ensure

existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium as well as to provide for all our estimability purposes,

we stick to the realm of strictly concave constant-returns-to-scale functions. In that functional

space, we choose to explore the flexible case of a nonconstant elasticity of substitution (NCES)

production function that generalizes the set of production functions used as a standard in business

cycle theory, CD and CES. Specifically, we set fSRt to:

fSRt =

(
(1− α)

(
kt
k∗t

)σt−1
σt

+ α

(
at
a∗t

lt
l∗t

)σt−1
σt

) σt
σt−1

, (12)

13Microfoundations behind a Cobb-Douglas production function are Kortum (1997) and Jones (2005).
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where σt is allowed to vary over time. This implies that productivity shocks at are potentially

non-neutral (i.e., σt might not be equal to 1). To see this, compute the optimal ratio of factor

prices for capital and labor. Under the assumption of competitive markets, the optimal short-run

behavior of the ratio of factor prices is, after taking logs,

ln
ŵt
r̂t

=
σt − 1

σt
ln ât −

1

σt
ln
l̂t

k̂t
, (13)

where recall that x̂t = xt
x∗t

, and we denote wt as the marginal product of labor, and rt as the

marginal product of capital.14 Then, if σt < 1(> 1), a productivity shock is biased toward labor

(capital); if σ = 1, then we are back to Cobb-Douglas and productivity shocks are neutral. See

an analogous discussion in Acemoglu (2002) with the only difference that in our case the non-

neutrality of productivity appears solely in the short-run behavior of the model and it can change

over time. As it turns out, the joint dynamics between σt and productivity shocks at will be

crucial in generating the U.S. business cycle behavior of the labor market.

3.3 The SR-LR Production Function

Putting together the BGP-disciplined long-run production function (11) and our choice of short-

run production function (12), we yield the following SR-LR aggregate production function:

yt =


(

(1− α)
(
kt
k∗t

)σt−1
σt + α

(
atlt
a∗t l

∗
t

)σt−1
σt

) σt
σt−1

(k∗t )
1−ϑ(a∗t l

∗
t )
ϑ, if ŝt 6= 1

(k∗t )
1−ϑ(a∗t l

∗
t )
ϑ, if ŝt = 1

(14)

where ŝt represents the full set of potential sources that generate aggregate fluctuations. Under

ŝt = 1 there are no shocks or aggregate fluctuations in this model; the production function comes

down to its BGP generated by a Cobb-Douglas form. Note that the SR-LR production function

(14) is identical to that proposed in Jones (2003), except for the fact that here we allow for fSRt
to change its shape over time with fluctuations in σt (i.e., σt = σ ∀t in Jones (2003)). Further,

we also introduce capital utilization and separate employment per capita and hours per worker in

our model described next in Section 4).

In addition to the fact that our production function preserves the existence and uniqueness of

equilibrium with investment-specific technical change, we have four more reasons for choosing our

specification of the SR-LR production function. First, our specification is a useful generalization

of the standard constant elasticity of substitution (CES) technologies where σt = σ, ∀ t, and

14Further, we have used ls0 = w0e0h0

y0
= ϑ = α as discussed in Section 6.1.
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the CD under which σt = σ = 1, ∀ t. Second, while the NCES component σt implies that our

model is potentially highly nonlinear (see our discussion in Section 5), standard (ready-to-be-used)

perturbation methods can be used to solve (and estimate) our business cycle model in a tractable

manner. Third, before entering into the discussion of what generates fluctuations in the elasticity

of substitution, we need to show that the behavior of this elasticity is quantitatively relevant for

the business cycle. That is what we do in this paper. In that strict sense, we are following the

same line of argument used in Prescott (1986) to discuss the importance of productivity shocks,

which is to show first that they quantitatively matter for the business cycle. Our specification

(14) allows us to do the same exercise in order to identify the fluctuations in the elasticity of

substitution with one single parameter in that production function, σt. Fourth, our short-run

production function can be directly tested with data, an issue that we discuss in section 9 .

4 The Model

We pose a competitive-market business cycle model with a set of standard exogenous sources of

aggregate fluctuations: productivity shocks, investment shocks, and government shocks (as in

Ŕıos-Rull et al. (2012)). The key differential ingredient of our exercise with respect to previous

literature is that here we introduce the SR-LR production function proposed in the previous section

that allows the short-run elasticity of substitution between aggregate capital and labor to differ

from its long-run counterpart. Further, we introduce fluctuations in the elasticity of substitution

generated by exogenous innovations to itself and by innovations to productivity shocks. The joint

dynamics between productivity and the degree of substitutability between capital and labor will

become crucial for our quantitative results.

Our economy is populated by a continuum of identical agents that receive utility from market

consumption and home-produced consumption and disutility from working. The incorporation of

home-produced consumption (see Benhabib et al. (1991), Greenwood et al. (1995), and Chang

and Schorfheide (2003)), is a feature that is directly related to the separate and explicit treatment

of the intensive and extensive margins of labor supply. The per-period felicity function can be

written as

p(ct, xt)− v(ht)et, (15)

where ct is market consumption, xt is home-produced consumption, ht is the hours worked

conditional on working (i.e., the intensive margin of labor supply), and et is the fraction of days

of work (i.e., the extensive margin of labor supply). As we do not explicitly model participation,

et represents the product between the employment rate and labor force participation rate. All
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variables are in per capita terms; i.e., employment per capita. For simplicity, we assume home-

produced consumption is purely time consuming, that is,

xt = bt(1− et) (16)

where bt is exogenous productivity in the home-production sector following a stochastic process

described below.15 Assuming separability in market and home-produced consumption, the per

period utility function is

u(ct) +m(xt)− v(ht)et. (17)

In this frictionless economy, welfare theorems hold, and a social planner solves for the alloca-

tions that maximize the present discounted value of the per-capita future utility of our households,

max
{ct,xt,it,ht,et,ut}

E0

∞∑
t

βtNt [u(ct) +m(xt)− v(ht)et] (18)

where E0 is the conditional expectation operator, β ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor, population

grows at a constant rate λn, that is, N∗t = N0(1 + λn)t. The social planner solves (18) subject

to the resource constraint

ct + it + gt = yt (19)

where it is real investment, gt is government expenditure, and yt is output per capita. The law

of motion of capital in efficiency units, kt, is

vt it = (1 + λn)kt+1 − (1− δ(ut))kt (20)

where vtit is investment in efficiency units and vt is investment-specific technical change.16 We

added endogenous capital utilization, a standard propagation mechanism (see discussions in King

and Rebelo (1999) and Ŕıos-Rull et al. (2012)), in which capital depreciation is defined as an

increasing function of the capital utilization rate, ut.

Finally, output per capita, yt, is produced using the aggregate technology specified in the

15See more general treatments of home production with capital in the home-production function in Benhabib
et al. (1991), Greenwood et al. (1995), and Chang and Schorfheide (2003).

16In these models, as in Fisher (2006), vt is the inverse of the relative price of efficiency investment units in
terms of consumption units, pt, i.e., vt =

1
pt

.
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previous section. Incorporating both capital utilization and intensive and extensive margins of

labor supply, the aggregate production function is

yt =


(

(1− α)
(
utkt
u∗t k

∗
t

)σt−1
σt + α

(
atetht
a∗t e

∗
t h

∗
t

)σt−1
σt

) σt
σt−1

(u∗tk
∗
t )

1−ϑ(a∗t e
∗
th
∗
t )
ϑ, if ŝt 6= 1

(u∗tk
∗
t )

1−ϑ(a∗t e
∗
th
∗
t )
ϑ, if ŝt = 1

(21)

where ŝt is the set of shocks ŝt = {ât, σ̂t, v̂t, ĝt, b̂t}; under ŝt = 1 there are no shocks or aggregate

fluctuations in this model, and we are back to steady state.

Unobservable shocks. There are four shocks that we consider unobservable: {ât, σ̂t, v̂t, b̂t}.
Our production function incorporates two of these shocks: productivity shocks ât and shocks to

the elasticity of substitution σ̂t. We model these two shocks with a joint bivariate autoregressive

process. Productivity-at shocks follow a linear-trend stationary AR(2) process

ln at = ln a∗t + ln ât = a0 + λat+ ψ1a ln ât−1 + ψ2a ln ât−2 + εa,t (22)

where λa is an average productivity growth and σt is a shock to the elasticity of substitution

between capital and labor that follows

lnσt = lnσ∗t + ln σ̂t = σ0 +ψ1σ ln σ̂t−1 +ψ2σ ln σ̂t−2 +ψ1aσ ln ât−1 +ψ2aσ ln ât−2 + εσ,t. (23)

Note that the equation for the elasticity of substitution also incorporates two lags from ât, but

not the other way round. This ensures that σt is not a source of fluctuations, an issue that we

discuss in Section 5.2 at length. Further, εa,t, and εσ,t draw from a normal joint distribution,

εt =

(
εa,t

εσ,t

)
∼ N(0,Σa,σ),

with a variance-covariance matrix Σa,σ that we will orthogonalize a la Cholesky. The effects

of productivity shocks at on σt through the mixed persistence parameters (ψ1aσ, ψ2aσ) and the

off-diagonal element of the orthogonalized variance-covariance matrix Ω, i.e. υa,σ, will be crucial

for matching the cyclical behavior of the labor market and the dynamic properties of labor share.

We treat shocks to investment-specific technical change, vt, as unobservable. We assume

that vt is exogenously given and follows the AR(2) process with a linear trend λv and the initial

value v0 = 1,

ln vt = ln v∗t + ln v̂t = v0 + λvt+ ψ1v ln v̂t−1 + ψ2v ln v̂t−2 + εv,t (24)
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where εv,t ∼ iid(0, υ2v).

Finally, the home-productivity shock is also unobservable, and we model it as:

ln bt = ln b∗t + ln b̂t = ln b0 + ψ1b ln b̂t−1 + ψ2b ln b̂t−2 + εb,t (25)

where εb,t ∼ iid(0, υ2b ).

Observable shocks. This includes the government shocks. We assume that gt follows a time-

varying fraction of total output, gt = (1 − 1/τt)yt and τt. We assume that this government

spending follows the AR(1) process with no linear trend,

ln τt = (1− ψg) ln τ ∗t + ψg ln τt−1 + εg,t (26)

where εg,t ∼ iid(0, υ2g).

Definition 1 [Equilibrium] An equilibrium for this economy is the sequence of optimal al-

locations, {ct, xt, it, ht, et, ut}∞t=0, that solve (18) subject to the resource constraint (19), the

aggregate capital law of motion (20), the NCES-CD production function (21), the productivity

process (22), elasticity of substitution shocks (23), home-productivity shock processes (25), the

investment shock process (24), the process of government expenditure (26), and initial values of

shocks and aggregate capital.17

Definition 2 [Steady-State Equilibrium] A steady-state equilibrium for this economy is an

equilibrium (as defined above) with no shocks, that is, under ŝt = 1.

5 Solution Method

One can see that our production function is not linear neither in its inputs nor in the productivity

shocks ât and, hence, that our model is nonlinear. To confirm this, derive any optimal condition

that involves the production function in our model. For instance, optimal logged labor demand is

ln l̂t = σt lnα + (1− σt) ln ât − σt ln ŵt + ln ŷt,

where the interaction terms on the right-hand side (1 − σt) ln ât and σt ln ŵt pose a nonlinear

challenge due to the nonseparability between σt and logged productivity shocks and wages. An

analogous issue arises if we look at the optimal demand for capital or at the relative factor input

17See the entire set of model equilibrium conditions and the model stationarization in Online Appendix C.
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demand (see equation 13).

5.1 Higher Order Perturbation Methods

The nonconstancy of the elasticity of substitution σt implies that nonlinear techniques are required

to solve our model. To deal with this issue, we choose a third-order perturbation method. This

perturbation method can handle a large set of state variables in the model and guarantees a

certain degree of accuracy despite its feature of ’local’ approximation (see Aruoba et al. (2006)).

Our model contains five shocks, and four of them exhibit AR(2) dynamics. This implies a total of

ten state variables, nine of which come from the exogenous shocks and one from the capital stock,

the only endogenous state variable. Hence, our main computational concern lies with the ”curse

of dimensionality.” Standard solution methods for nonlinear models are perturbation methods,

projection methods, and value function iteration (VFI). However, as is well known, projection

methods and VFI both suffer from the ”curse of dimensionality” (see a comprehensive discussion

in Aruoba et al. (2006)). For example, in the context of our model, a projection method with

second-order Chebyshev polynomials would involve 310 terms to be estimated to approximate a

single policy function, which is computationally very intensive and time costly.18 Further, even

though VFI is a reliable and an easy-to-implement global solution, the VFI computation with ten

state variables for a reasonable number of grid points in the state space is a Dantesque task

independent of the tensor product that we choose.

Since we have to solve this model many times for the purpose of structural estimation (our

solution method is embedded into the simulated method of moments algorithm; see Section 6.2.1

below), we find that a third-order perturbation method is well suited for our purposes, displaying

a good balance between speed and accuracy.19

5.2 σt is a Propagation Mechanism, NOT a Source of Fluctuations

A useful feature of perturbation methods (of first and higher order) is that they allow us to

analytically examine potential effects of σt on the equilibrium allocations. Here, we show that

fluctuations in σt do not generate aggregate fluctuations per se. Instead, fluctuations in σ amplify

(by expansion or contraction) the effects of other model shocks (i.e., the sources of fluctuations).

To see this, recall that σ appears in our model only through its effects on the production

18Malin et al. (2007) address this issue with the use of Smolyak polynomials in collocation.
19Aruoba et al. (2006) provide a comprehensive analysis of these and additional methods with a standard RBC

model of three state variables, capital, productivity, and investment-specific shocks. They assert that higher-order
perturbation methods (at least second-order) display a superior performance over alternative methods in terms of
accuracy, speed and coding burden.
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function. This way, we can study the potential effects of σ on our model allocations by analyzing

its impact on our technology. Take our SR-LR production function defined in its general form as

in (10), which we can compactly rewrite (dropping time subscripts) as

F (x, σ) = fSR (x̂, σ) fLR(x∗, 1), (27)

where x is an m-dimensional vector with elements i = {1,m} including all the factor inputs

of production and labor-augmenting technical change. We denote this vector evaluated at the

steady state as x∗, and x̂ is the result of the Hadamard product x ◦ .x∗ where .x∗ inverts

all the elements in vector x∗. This way, each element in x̂ is a ratio between an actual level

and its respective steady-state value.20 Therefore, x̂∗ = 1 at steady state. As we proposed in

Section 3, our production function has two components: fSR(x̂, σ) is the short-run component of

the production function that is potentially shaped by σ over time, and fLR(x∗, 1) is the long-run

component of the production function with input factors evaluated at the steady state and with

an elasticity of substitution equal to one.

Next, we take the first-order approximation (Taylor polynomial) of our production function

around its steady state.21 First, note that fLR has no role (it is a constant) when the production

function is linearized, and hence we can normalize it to one and drop it from the current analysis

without loss of generality. This way, we focus only on the short-run component of the production

hereafter. We also drop the superscript SR. This way, the first-order approximation of our scalar-

valued function (5.2) around steady state is

f(x̂, σ) ≈ P1(x̂, σ) = f |∗ +
m∑
i

fi|∗ (x̂i − x̂∗i ) + fσ|∗ (σ − σ∗), (28)

where f |∗ = f(x̂∗, σ∗) is the short-run component of the production function (i.e., short-run

output) evaluated at steady state; (x̂∗, σ∗) = (1, σ∗), fi|∗ = ∂f
x̂i

∣∣∣
∗

denotes the first partial

derivative of f with respect to each element x̂i ∈ x̂ evaluated at steady state; and the last term

of the gradient of f is fσ|∗ = ∂f
∂σ

∣∣
∗, which is the first partial derivative of f with respect to σ.

Under a first order approximation of f , this last term is the only one that captures ceteris paribus

the potential effects of shocks to σ on the short-run equilibrium.

20That is, as we defined in equation (9), the log of each variable in vector x̂ represents the log-deviation from
steady state of that respective variable.

21We explicitly drop the perturbation term for expositional simplicity when we expand the production function;
yet, one may consider that the perturbation term is implicitly incorporated in the m-dimensional vector x.
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However, note that with our specific NCES short-run technology,

f(x̂, σ) = g(x̂, ϕ(σ))ϕ(σ),

where

g(x̂, ϕ(σ)) ≡ ((1− α)(ûk̂)1/ϕ(σ) + α(âêĥ)1/ϕ(σ)) (29)

with ϕ(σ) ≡ σ
σ−1 , and the first partial derivative of f with respect to σ is22

∂f

∂σ
= f

∂ϕ

∂σ

(
log(g) + ϕ(σ)g−1

∂g

∂ϕ

)
.

This way, if this partial derivative (i.e., the effect of σ) is computed around the steady sate, then

we find from equation (29) that g(x̂∗, σ) = g(1, ϕ(σ∗)) = 1 and ∂g
∂ϕ

(1, ϕ(σ)) = 0 and, hence,
∂f
∂σ

∣∣
∗ = 0. This conveys the message that with a first-order approximation of our model, shocks

to σ bear absolutely no impact on f (and hence they do not have an effect on yt, wt, rt or on

any other endogenous variables either). We summarize this result in the following Lemma.

Lemma 1. In a first-order approximation around steady state, shocks to the elasticity of sub-

stitution have no impact on f (i.e., on equilibrium allocations).

It is clear that the first-order approximation leaves no scope for effects of fluctuations in

σt on equilibrium allocations. However, we know from our discussion in Section 5.1 that our

model is potentially highly nonlinear and, hence, a first-order approximation is not an appropriate

solution method as it can generate a high degree of inaccuracy on our computed decision rules.

As we discussed, our choice is to resolve this nonlinearity issue by using a third-order perturbation

method. Next, we look at the formulae, in extensive form, of the third-order approximation

that we use in our computations. This provides new insights about the channels through which

fluctuations in σ can actually have an impact on f .

The third-order approximation of f is

P3(x̂, σ) = f |∗ +
m∑
i

fx̂i |∗ (x̂i − x̂∗i ) + fσ|∗ (σ − σ∗)

+
1

2!

[
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

fxjxi
∣∣
∗ (xi − x∗i )(xj − x∗j) + 2

m∑
i=1

fxiσ|∗ (xi − x∗i )(σ − σ∗) + fσσ|∗ (σ − σ∗)2
]

22Note that we use the fact that ∂f
∂σ = f · ∂ log f

∂σ .
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+
1

3!

[
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
k=1

fxkxjxi
∣∣
∗ (xi − x∗i )(xj − x∗j)(xk − x∗k)

]

+
1

3!

[
3

m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

fσxjxi
∣∣
∗ (xi − x∗i )(xj − x∗j)(σ − σ∗)

]

+
1

3!

[
3

m∑
i=1

fσσxi |∗ (xi − x∗i )(σ − σ∗)2
]

+
1

3!

[
fσσσ|∗ (σ − σ∗)3

]
(30)

where the first line in (30) is the first-order approximation of f , P1(x̂, σ). The first and second

lines in (30) represent the second-order approximation of f , P2(x̂, σ), where fxjxi = ∂2f
∂xi∂xj

for

all pairs (i, j) are the elements in the submatrix of the Hessian of f that includes all but its last

column and row, the term fxiσ captures the cross partial derivatives between x̂ and σ (i.e., the

off-diagonal elements in the last row and column of the Hessian)23 and fσσ is the second-order

partial derivative of f with respect to σ (i.e., the diagonal bottom-right element of the Hessian).

Finally, the last four lines in (30) capture the terms added by the third-order approximation where

fxkxjxi = ∂3f
∂xi∂xj∂xk

for all triplets (i, j, k), fσxjxi = ∂3f
∂xi∂xj∂σ

for all pairs (i, j), fσσxi = ∂3f
∂xi∂σ2 ∀i,

and fσσσ = ∂3f
∂σ3 is the third-order partial derivative of f with respect to σ.24 Our third-order

approximation sheds light on the effects of σ.

Theorem 3. In a nth-order approximation around steady state:

(a) Shocks to the elasticity of substitution, σ, have no impact on f (i.e., on equilibrium allo-

cations) through the partial derivatives ∂nf
∂σn

∣∣
∗ of any order n > 0. Hence, σ-shocks are not

a source of fluctuations per se.

(b) If n > 1 then shocks to σ propagate the effects of other sources of fluctuations on f (i.e.,

on equilibrium allocations) through the higher-order cross partial derivatives of f between

σ and x̂.

Proof. (a) From Lemma 1 we know that the partial derivative of f with respect to σ evaluated at

steady state is zero. This implies that second- and third-order partial derivatives of f with respect

to σ are also equal to zero when evaluated at the steady state, ∂f
∂σ

∣∣
∗ = ∂2f

∂σ2

∣∣∣
∗

= ∂3f
∂σ3

∣∣∣
∗

= 0. This

result easily extends to higher-order derivatives. That is, a model that is at steady state and

23Note that in (30) we have used the symmetry of the Hessian, fσxi
= fxiσ (Clariaut’s theorem).

24Note that in (30) we have used the fact that we can exchange the order in which we take the cross partial
derivatives, fσxx = fxσx = fxxσ and fσσx = fσxσ = fxσσ, due to the continuity of each of these cross partial
derivatives of f (an extension of Clariaut’s theorem)
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faces no other shock than a shock to the elasticity of substitution will not move its allocations

away from steady state because ∂nf
∂σn

∣∣
∗ is zero ∀n > 0. This means that shocks to σ are not a

source of fluctuations per se.

(b) It is straightforward to see from (30) that fluctuations in σ can have an effect on equilibrium

allocations generated by the second cross partial derivatives between σ and x̂ in (30),

2
m∑
i=1

fxiσ|∗ (xi − x∗i )(σ − σ∗), (31)

and the third cross partial derivatives between σ and x̂ in (30), that is,

3
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

fσxjxi
∣∣
∗ (xi − x∗i )(xj − x∗j)(σ − σ∗), and 3

m∑
i=1

fσσxi |∗ (xi − x∗i )(σ − σ∗)2. (32)

However, by Clariaut’s theorem we can exchange the order of cross partial derivatives. This means

that to show that σ has an effect through the second- or any higher-order cross partial derivatives,

given its existence, it is sufficient to show that the second-order cross partial derivatives between

σ and any factor input x̂i ∈ x̂ is non-zero when evaluated at steady state. We can write such a

second cross partial derivative as

∂2f

∂σ∂x1
=
∂f

∂x1

∂ϕ

∂σ

(
log(g) + ϕ(σ)g−1

∂g

∂ϕ

)
+

f
∂ϕ

∂σ

(
g−1

∂g

∂x1
− ϕ(σ)g−2

∂g

∂x1

∂g

∂ϕ
+ ϕ(σ)g−1

∂2g

∂ϕ∂x1

)
.

(33)

When this derivative is evaluated at steady state x̂∗ = 1, then

∂2f

∂σ∂x1

∣∣∣∣
∗

=
∂ϕ

∂σ

∣∣∣∣
∗

(
∂g

∂x1

∣∣∣∣
∗

+ ϕ(σ)
∂2g

∂ϕ∂x1

∣∣∣∣
x∗,σ∗

)
6= 0. (34)

This implies that fluctuations in σ have a potential propagation effect on the equilibrium alloca-

tions when other shocks in the model are already operative (i.e., nonzero). That is, σ propagates

existing sources of fluctuations.

Summing up, not only do we need higher-order perturbation methods to accurately solve for

decision rules that are potentially nonlinear due to fluctuations of σ, but also we have showed

that if we solve our model with a first-order approximation, then, by construction, fluctuations of

σt will have absolutely no effect on our allocations because the cross partial derivatives between σ

and x̂ that capture the effect σ are only present in second-order or higher-order approximations.
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That is, a first-order approximation entirely underestimates the potential role of σ for the business

cycle. Only through higher-than-first-order perturbation (or other global methods for that matter)

can we accurately solve for the decision rules and also capture the actual propagation power of

σ when other shocks are present.

6 Identification Strategy

Our identification strategy is a combination of functional forms (e.g., utility function, production

function, depreciation function, and properties of shocks), model equilibrium conditions and a

set of targeted data moments that we choose. Then, the parameters embedded in our choice of

functional forms are estimated to minimize the distance between the targeted data moments and

the counterpart model-simulated moments. In Section 6.1, we pose a calibration that identifies

some model parameters so that steady-state allocations match the long-run behavior of U.S.

data. In Section 6.2, we discuss the structural estimation of the rest of the model parameters

using the simulated method of moments (SMM) techniques.

6.1 Calibrated Parameters

The set of parameters that we calibrate is standard, and we obtain the targeting moments for

quarterly U.S. data ranging from 1954IQ to 2012IIIQ (see Online Appendix A.1).

The elasticity of the intensive margin of labor supply. First, we choose functional forms

for preferences. For consistency with balanced growth path, we assume log-utility in consumption

utility, u(c), and CRRA functions for m(xt) and v(h). This way, our social planner maximizes

max
{ct,kt+1,ht,et,ut}

E0

∞∑
t

βtNt

[
ln ct − κ1

ht
1+ 1

ν1

1 + 1
ν1

et + κ2
(bt(1− et))1+

1
ν2

1 + 1
ν2

]
(35)

where ν1 > 0 is the elasticity of intensive margin of labor supply, νe = −ν2 1−ee > 0 is the elasticity

of extensive margin of labor supply, and κ1 and κ2 are the utility weight parameters. That is,

the introduction of home-produced goods that only require time for their production shapes the

maximization problem (18) to an equivalent (35) where the intensive and extensive margins of

labor supply are explicit; see a similar line of argument in Cho and Cooley (1994).25

This leaves us with four preference parameters that need identification, (κ1, ν1, κ2, ν2). To

choose the elasticity of labor supply of the intensive margin, we use the micro-estimate of .72

25Another view to explain our preference shifter in the extensive margin is through commuting costs (as in
Kydland and Prescott (1991) and Osuna and Ŕıos-Rull (2003)). That is, we can interpret our preference shocks
as agents facing stochastic commuting costs.
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that takes into account a second earner as suggested by Heathcote et al. (2012). Then, if we

use the first-order condition of hours per worker,

h0 =

(
1

κ1

)ν1 (w0

c0

)ν1
=

(
1

κ1

)ν1 (ϑ y0
e0h0

c0

)ν1
, (36)

to target average long-run hours per worker to h0=.31, we obtain a calibrated value for κ1=59.86.

Note that we use a value for the long-run (average) labor share ϑ=.66 (see our discussion below),

the steady-state private consumption-to-output ratio c0/y0=.39, and a long-run employment per

capita e0=.46. The remaining preference parameters associated with the extensive margin of

labor supply, κ2 and ν2, will be structurally estimated (see Section 6.2); we find κ2 and ν2 are

largely identified by the targets e0 and the cyclical comovement between h and e.

Long-run labor share. From the long-run behavior of labor demand we obtain that at steady

state wages are,

w0 = ϑ
y0
e0h0

. (37)

That is, under our competitive-market assumption, long-run labor share is ls0 = w0e0h0
y0

= ϑ. We

choose ϑ to match the behavior of average labor share in the U.S. 1954.I-2012.III, ϑ=.66. Our

labor share is the baseline labor share in Ŕıos-Rull and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010) in which the

proportion of ambiguous (between capital and labor) income that is attributed to labor income

is identical to the proportion of labor income in unambiguous income (see Online Appendix A.3).

We also innocuously normalize output to one, which means that consumption, investment and

government spending (i.e., (c0, i0, g0)) are the corresponding expenditure shares of output.

Growth rates λa and λk. It is straightforward to show that along balanced growth the growth

rate of output per capita is a weighted average of the growth rate of productivity, λa, and the

growth rate of ISTC, λv, as follows, (1+λy) = (1+λa)(1+λv)
1−ϑ
ϑ . Further, in a one-sector model

ISTC is identified as the inverse of the relative price of investment in terms of consumption (see

Fisher (2006)), which we directly retrieve from the data using a quarterly quality-adjusted price

index for investment in equipment and a price index for consumption (see Online Appendix A.4).

This way, we obtain λv=0.0064,26 which together with λy=.0047, and ϑ = .66 implies λa=.0014.

26Note that while we treat the investment shock v̂t as unobservable, here we use a calibrated trend from
the (inverse) of the relative price of investment to pin down growth, λv. As we discuss below, the structurally
estimated properties of the unobserved v̂t turn to be important for the length of the response of labor share to
productivity shocks which helps replicate the corresponding data response. We discuss differences between our
benchmark results and those attained under the assumption that v̂t is observable—i.e., entirely identified by the
relative price of investment—in our Extended Online Appendix.
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Further, the presence of ISTC implies that capital (in efficiency units) and output do not grow

at the same rate; specifically, (1 + λk) = (1 + λy)(1 + λv) and λk=.0111.27

Steady-state depreciation rate, δ0. Our capital depreciation positively depends on capital

utilization rates. We choose the functional form for capital depreciation,

δ(ut) = δ0 + δ1(u
1+1/ζ
t − 1), (38)

that is specified in Ŕıos-Rull et al. (2012)). This form has a property that δ(ut)|ut=u∗ = δ0

at steady state when we normalize u∗ = 1. We choose δ0 = .0013, which is the average

depreciation in Cummins and Violante (2002) for capital series that are adjusted for investment-

specific technical change. As we discuss below, ζ will be structurally estimated.

Steady-state capital-output ratio, the rate of return, and the discount factor. Given

capital growth λk=.0111, population growth λn=.0025, depreciation δ0=.0013 and i0
y0

=.28, k0
y0

can be pinned down using the law of motion of capital (in efficiency units) along balanced growth,

v0i0
k0

= (1 + λn)(1 + λk)− (1− δ0), (39)

which yields a quarterly k0
y0

=10.5. We have normalized v0 = 1. Further, the rate of return (net

of depreciation) is r0 = (1− ϑ) y0
k0

=.0324. To identify β we use the consumption Euler equation

along balanced growth, (1 + λn)(1 + λk) = β (r0 + 1− δ0), which yields a β=.9944.

The relative labor input share parameter of the short-run component of the production

function, α. We want labor share in the short run to fluctuate around its long-run value. This

imposes theoretical discipline to calibrate α. To see this note that,

lst =
wtetht
yt

= α

(
at
a0

)σt−1
σt
(
etht/e0h0
yt/y0

)− 1
σt etht/e0h0

yt/y0
. (40)

That is, labor share is the product of its short- and long-run components, lst = l̂stls0. This

implies that, given l̂st = 1 on average, ls0 = w0e0h0
y0

= α. This implies that α is equal to long-run

labor share, that is, α = ϑ =.66.28

27Alternatively, we can use the law of motion of capital (in efficiency units) with a value for the steady-state
depreciation δ0=.0013 in Cummins and Violante (2002), which yields similar results (see Online Appendix A.5).

28This means that our production function embeds, by construction, the normalization suggested in de La-
Grandville (1989) and Klump and de La-Grandville (2000) required to compare production functions that differ
by σ. While this normalization is usually pursued in cross-country comparisons where differences in σ may arise
across space, in our case differences in σ arise across time. Intuitively, in order to explain the difference between
points that belong to two different isoquants, one needs to settle a reference point with respect to which identify
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Observable shocks, gt. We assume that gt follows the AR(1) process described in (26). We

borrow the estimates for ψg =.95 and υg =.007 from Ŕıos-Rull et al. (2012).

6.2 Structurally Estimated Parameters

A total of 19 parameters remain to be estimated. These include: the (average) of the short-

run elasticity of substitution σ (1 parameter); the joint dynamics of productivity shocks at and

shocks to the elasticity of substitution σt (9 parameters) where these two shocks follow a bivariate

process with labor-augmenting productivity shocks at that have persistence defined by (ψ1a, ψ2a)

and variance υa, elasticity shocks σt that have persistence defined by (ψ1σ, ψ2σ) and variance υσ,

and the effects of at on σt are described by (ψ1aσ, ψ2aσ) and the contemporaneous effect of at on

σt, υaσ; the properties of home-productivity shocks, bt, and investment-specific technical change,

vt (6 parameters), both of which are orthogonal AR(2) processes with respective persistence

parameters, (ψ1b, ψ2b) and (ψ1v, ψ2v), and variances, υ1b and υ1v; the elasticity of the extensive

margin of the labor supply and its disutility weight, ν2 and κ2, respectively (2 parameters); and

the elasticity of capital depreciation with respect to utilization, ζ (1 parameter).

6.2.1 A Simulation-Based Estimation

We use the full structure of our model, via simulation, to estimate the remaining set of parameters.

We pose a set of targeted moments that we want our model-generated data to match. These

targets are (1) a set of standard unconditional business cycle moments of the labor market (seven

moments) and (2) the IRF of productivity and labor share in response to productivity shocks

(sixteen moments) as specified in Section 1.

The set of unconditional business cycle moments (from logged and HP-filtered variables)

consists of the variance of output per capita var(y) and labor share var(ls); the correlation

between wages and output per capita, ρ(w, y); the correlation between labor productivity and

output per capita, ρ(lp, y); the correlation between labor share and output per capita, ρ(ls, y);

and the correlation between employment per capita and average hours per worker, ρ(e, h). We

also target the long-run (steady-state) average of employment per capita, e0. In addition, we

target the data IRFs computed by the estimated trivariate AR process of productivity, labor share

and output per capita. This trivariate is specified as discussed in Section 2.2; that is, each

polynomial Ψ(L) associated with persistence parameters is assumed to have two lags, and the

how much of that movement across isoquants is due to technical change at (that potentially shifts the isoquants)
versus σt (that potentially changes the slope of the isoquants). In our case, this normalization is embedded in our
short-run production function with the reference (normalization) point being the steady state. See Klump et al.
(2011) for a comprehensive discussion of this normalization technique and its multiple applications.
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orthogonalized variance-covariance matrix Ωz,ls,y has five non-zero elements, the three elements

on the diagonal and the two contemporaneous effects of productivity innovations on labor share

ωz,ls and output ωz,y. In an effort to reduce the number of targeting moments, rather than

incorporating Ψ(L) and Ωz,ls,y as moments, we choose to target a set of dynamic multipliers

of Θz,z = {θ(s1)z,z , θ
(s2)
z,z , . . . , θ

(sn)
z,z } and Θz,ls = {θ(s1)z,ls , θ

(s2)
z,ls , . . . , θ

(sn)
z,ls } where θsu,x = ∂xt+s

∂ut
is the

response of x at period t+s to a shock u at t. Note that we do not target the response of output

to productivity (i.e., Θz,y). Instead, we will use the performance of output behavior to discuss the

external validation of our model. The periods of dynamic multipliers that we choose to match

are associated with the following eight periods, {s1 = 1, s2 = 2, s3 = 5, s4 = 10, s5 = 20, s6 =

30, s7 = 40, s8 = 50}, balancing the recovery of initial responses and potential long-lasting

impacts. Our estimation strategy is summarized by the following algorithm.

Algorithm 1 A simulation-based estimation:

STEP 1. Define the full set of targeted data moments as the following vector (23 moments),

φd = {var(y), var(ls), ρ(w, y), ρ(lp, y), ρ(ls, y), ρ(e, h), e0, Θz,z, Θz,ls} .

STEP 2. Guess values for the set of parameters that we want to estimate (19 parameters) :

γ = {σ, Ψa,a(L), Ψσ,σ(L), Ψa,σ(L), Ωa,σ, Ψb,b(L), υb, Ψv,v(L), υv, ζ, ν2, κ2}, (41)

where we specify two lags in the operator L, and allow a and σ to be correlated. Specifically,

at = Ψa,a(L)at + εa,t (42)

σt = Ψσ,σ(L)σt + Ψa,σ(L)at + εσ,t (43)

with

εt =

(
εa,t

εσ,t

)
∼ N(0,Σa,σ), (44)

which we factorize a la Cholesky to yield,

ut = Ωa,σεt and Ωa,σ =

(
υa 0

υa,σ υσ

)
, (45)

where ut has unit variance, and the identification assumption to pin down Ωa,σ is that

innovations to productivity affect the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor
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(i.e., υa,σ 6= 0) but not the other way around (i.e., υσ,a = 0); that is, Ωa,σ is a lower

triangular matrix.

The home-productivity shocks follow

bt = Ψb,b(L)bt + εb,t and εb ∼ N(0, υb).

The investment-specific technical change shocks follow

vt = Ψv,v(L)vt + εv,t and εv ∼ N(0, υv).

STEP 3. Given γ, solve and simulate the model economy.29

STEP 4. (a) Use model-simulated data to compute the model counterpart of the productivity residual

z constructed from the data in Section 2. To do so we use a model-generated series of

capital k̃t that has the same properties as the series of capital used in the data computation

of zt. Specifically, we use a model-generated series of capital that assumes a constant

depreciation rate; that is, k̃t = kt|u∗,v∗ with ut = u∗ = 1 and vt = v∗ = 1. That is, we

recover k̃t from

it = k̃t+1 − (1− δ0)k̃t, (46)

with model investment it, steady-state (initial) capital k∗, stationary depreciation rate

δ(u∗) = δ0, k̃0 = k∗ and investment-specific technical change vt. Finally, we use k̃t

together with the model series for output yt, labor eht and labor share lst to find

λzt = λyt − (1− lst)λk̃t − lstλeht , (47)

where λxt = xt−xt−1

xt−1
is a growth rate of a variable x. Normalizing z0=1, we recover the

entire series zt.

(b) Use the productivity residual zt from the previous step (a) and the model series for

labor share lst and output yt to estimate the trivariate AR process (6)-(8) in Section 2 and

its associated IRFs.

STEP 5. Define the set of model-generated moments of interest as

φm(γ) = {var(y), var(ls), ρ(w, y), ρ(lp, y), ρ(ls, y), ρ(e, h), e0, Θz,z, Θz,ls} .
29We simulate 10,000 periods and drop the first 1,000.
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STEP 6. Iterate our estimated values γ until we minimize the distance between the model moments

φm(γ) and the data moments φd. That is, our estimator γ solves

J = min
γ

[
φd − φm(γ)

]′
W−1 [φd − φm(γ)

]
where we use an estimated variance-covariance matrix of φd (Ωd) adjusted by the number

of simulations (N) and samples (T ) as an optimal weighting W = (1− T/N)Ωd.30,31

6.2.2 Rationale for Identifying Productivity Shocks as z in Our IRFs Analysis: A

Comparability Principle

As part of the evaluation of our model performance we want to determine how well our model

matches the data IRFs of labor share and output to productivity shocks documented in Section 2.

Now, a meaningful comparison between our model responses of labor share and output (or any

other variable) to productivity shocks against their data counterparts requires that model and data

follow the same identification strategy of productivity shocks, a simple comparability principle.

Further, we are ultimately interested not only in comparing the response of labor share (and

output) to productivity shocks between the data and our model, but also in contesting IRFs

across models. In Section 10, we will discuss the performance of our competitive-market model

against a set of noncompetitive NK and DMP models. The fact that each model identifies

productivity shocks through different schemes poses an interesting challenge: The endogenous

responses of labor share to productivity shocks potentially differ across models not only because

the model-specific mechanisms that generate the behavior of labor share and output (which is

what we are interested in) differ across models but also because the identification of particular

productivity shocks is different across models. To resolve this comparability issue we would like to

use a unique definition of productivity shocks across models. To do so, we use simulated data of

output, labor, investment and factor shares from each model to identify and compute the (total

factor) productivity residual z exactly in the same way in each and every model—i.e., we apply

STEP 4 of Algorithm 1 to each model. This way, productivity shocks and their associated IRFs

can differ across models (and from the data) not because of alternative identification schemes

30We estimate the full variance-covariance matrix using bootstrap methods as suggested in Lee and Ingram
(1991) (see also Bloom (2009)). This implies a total of 23×23 elements. Due to the high degree of nonlinearity
of our model, we proceed to incorporate the off diagonal for efficiency reasons (see Ruge-Murcia (2012)). See
our Extended Online Appendix for alternative weighting matrices.

31We are particularly interested in the potential power of our model to match labor market dynamics. For
that reason, we intentionally put relatively more weight on IRFs of ls to productivity z shocks and two labor
market comovements, ρ(w, y), and ρ(ls, y). We also put more weight on getting the size of fluctuations, var(y),
right. More specifically, we divide the columns and rows associated with these specific moments of the full
variance-covariance matrix by 10.
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(i.e., not because of alternative definitions of what productivity shocks are) but only because of

the model-specific mechanisms generating the behavior of endogenous variables.

6.2.3 Estimation Results

Table 3 shows the estimation results. The average of the short-run elasticity of substitution

is σ=.5981 with a 95% confidence interval [.5943,.6019].32 That is, the short-run component

of the production function is significantly more complementary than Cobb-Douglas, i.e., more

complementary than the model long-run elasticity of substitution.33 This also implies that pro-

ductivity innovations at over the business cycle are, on average, biased toward labor. In our

setting, business cycle moments are, ceteris paribus, highly sensitive to σ, posing an ideal ground

for its identification, see Figure 4. In particular, the variance of output and labor share bound σ

between .55 and .79. Further, the set of targeted labor market comovements are strictly mono-

tonic in σ, in particular, the correlation of labor share and output ρ(ls, y) is highly sensitive to

σ. Hence, there are respective unique values of σ that pin down these correlations close to our

estimated value for σ (see further discussion in Online Appendix D).

While not directly comparable insofar as our results refer to the short-run component of

the production function, our estimate for the average σ falls in the ballpark of those obtained

in empirical exercises based on optimal demand functions of factor inputs and that make no

distinction between short- and long-run components of the production function. For example,

using a model specification with biased technical change Antras (2004) suggests an aggregate

elasticity of substitution that is significantly lower than unity34 and, in his preferred estimation,

inside the 95% confidence interval [0.681,0.891]. More recently, using 35 Sector KLEM data,

Young (2013) finds similar results with an average σ that lies below 0.62 and industry estimates

for σ that are mostly below one.35 Note that our exercise differs from previous literature not

only in that we focus on the short-run component of the production function but also in that we

rely on the full structure of our optimizing model to structurally identify and estimate σ (see our

32The confidence intervals are computed using the standard errors as the square root of the diagonal of V where

V = 1
T

(
DW−1D′

)−1
where W is the weighting matrix that we applied in section 6.2.1 and D = ∂(φd−φm(γ))

∂γ is
the response of the loss function to changes in the set of estimated parameters.

33The result of an elasticity of substitution that is lower in the short-run than in the long-run is also suggested
in Ventura (1997).

34Antras (2004) argues for empirical estimates of σ that assume away Hicks-neutral technical change which,
he shows, introduces a bias toward one for σ. Our assumption of non-neutrality of at in our production function
follows that suggested premise.

35Incorporating the production function to the set of estimated demand functions also implies estimates for σ
that are below one (see Leon-Ledesma et al. (2010)). Further, Chirinko et al. (2011) introduce an estimation
strategy that relies on long-run restrictions and estimate a σ =.40. These papers also provide comprehensive
summaries of previous estimations of σ with overwhelming evidence for σ to be below one.
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discussion in Online Appendix D) rather than on the single set of optimal demand functions.

The dynamics of labor-augmenting productivity shocks is captured by ψ1a, ψ2a and υa. Fig-

ure 5 shows how the IRF of labor share in response to productivity shocks zt that we documented

in Section 2 disciplines the estimated value of the properties of at shocks. The top panel of

Figure 5 shows, ceteris paribus, the effects of ψ1a (left panel), ψ2a (center panel) and νa (right

panel) on the IRF of labor share to productivity shocks. The initial drop of labor share in response

to productivity (to -.0022 log points in the data) pushes for estimated values close to one for ψ1a

and to zero for ψ2a, while favoring values of υa around .0070. The peak of the the labor share

response (to .0021 log points at the 26th quarter) is informative about the value of ψa2 close to

-.1, see also the bottom panels of Figure 5 that shows the associated counter sets of the IRFs

under study. The period of overshooting around the 6th quarter at which labor share crosses its

mean from below in the data, pushes ψ1a and ψ2a somewhat below but close to, respectively, one

and zero. In all, our algorithm settles for ψ1a =.9536, ψ2a = -.0595 and υa.0090, see Table 3.

That is, the response of labor-augmenting productivity at to its own innovations displays a high

persistence with |ψ1a +ψ2a| =.8941. The role of the the targeted business cycle moments in the

identification of the properties of at is further discussed in Online Appendix D.

The response of the elasticity of substitution σt to its own innovations generates a persistence

of |ψ1σ + ψ2σ| =.7781. To describe the estimated dynamics between at and σt we report the

effects of productivity on the elasticity of substitution in Figure 2. We find that after a productivity

innovation at the elasticity of substitution σt drops to -.01 log points; it keeps sharply dropping

to reach a minimum at -.11 log points in the 5th quarter after which it slowly converges to mean

from below in a concave fashion. Note that the effects of at on σt generate a stronger response

of σt than its own innovations; indeed, 98% of the fluctuations in σt are generated by productivity

innovations at. The estimated effects of productivity at on the elasticity σt will turn out to be

crucial to match the overshooting property of labor share; an issue that we discuss in detail in

Section 8.

Regarding with investment shocks, our algorithm settles for ψ1v =1.6763 and ψ2v =.6808,

that is, a highly persistent estimation with |ψ1v + ψ2v| =.9955 and υv =.0035, see Table 3. The

IRF of labor share helps discipline these choice of parameters, see Figure 6. Ceteris paribus, for

estimated values of ψ1v and ψ2v, respectively, above 1.68 and -.68 the response of labor share to

productivity peaks above its data counterpart, while these two parameters barely have an effect

on the initial drop of labor share or on the period at which labor share overshoots. Higher values

of υv drop the initial response of labor share and make the peak of the response of labor share is

too high, pushing our algorithm to choose υv between .0035 and .0040.
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The estimated properties of home-productivity shocks reported in Table 3 imply a high per-

sistence |ψ1b + ψ2b| = .9751 and a variance of home-productivity innovations, υb = .0031, i.e.,

almost one-third of the variance of our labor-augmenting productivity innovations at. Note that

confidence intervals on the properties of home-productivity shocks suggest that these are not

significant. However, as we discuss in Section D, home-productivity shocks are relevant for one

targeted moment, the correlation of employment per capita and hours per worker, but not for

other moments. This explains both the large confidence intervals on the properties on bt (as they

are computed taking into account the effect that a given estimated parameter has on the full

vector of targeted moments, see footnote 49) and our choice to keep bt in the analysis.36

We also structurally estimate the elasticity of the extensive margin of labor supply. We

obtain a point estimate of νe = −ν2 1−ee =6.5714 with an implied 95% confidence interval of

[5.2988,7.8442]. The utility weight associated with not working in the market, κ2, is 1.9096

with 95% intervals [1.8738,1.9455]. In Online Appendix D we further discuss the role of the

employment per capita and the correlation ρ(e, h) in the identification of ν2 and κ2. Finally, the

elasticity of depreciation with respect to utilization is ζ =0.1192 inside 95% confidence intervals

[.0926,.1457]. This result falls in the lower end of the range for values of ζ explored in King and

Rebelo (1999) and Ŕıos-Rull et al. (2012). While in general it is not identified from long-run

(steady-state) equilibrium conditions, we show that it has strong implications for our selection of

targeted business cycle moments, suggesting ζ is pinned down through these model moments,

see Online Appendix D for further details.

Next, in Section 7 we quantitatively assess how our estimated model performs in terms of

both the set of moments that we are targeting in our SMM algorithm (see Section 6.2.1) and a

larger set of off-target moments of interest that we use for external validation of our model.

7 Quantitative Results

Our main result is that our competitive-market NCES-CD model successfully explains the be-

havior of the labor market. In particular, the model generates the targeted and non-targeted

(in estimation) data comovements of labor market variables with output and among themselves.

Further, our model also matches the IRFs of labor share and output to productivity shocks.

7.1 Business Cycle Moments

In Table 4 we show a battery of standard business cycle moments of the U.S. 1954.I-2012.III

and the model counterparts. Table 5 shows the correlation matrix for output and labor market

36See Online Appendix D for further discussion.
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variables. For the computation of all these moments we use logged (except for the interest rate)

and HP-filtered variables.

7.1.1 Labor Market Results

We first discuss the power of the model in generating the size of aggregate fluctuations. Second,

we focus on labor market comovements and the resolution of labor market puzzles.

Size of aggregate fluctuations. Our model fully captures the aggregate fluctuations of output,

y, and also its persistence (see Table 4). Regarding the behavior of the labor input, our model

accounts for almost all fluctuations in hours per capita eh, 3.32×100/3.64 = 91%. We can

decompose the variance of hours per capita in its two components, employment per capita e

(i.e., the extensive margin of labor supply) and average hours worked per worker h (i.e., the

intensive margin of labor supply) using var(eh) = var(e) + var(h) + 2cov(e, h). Splitting the

contribution of the covariance equally between the e and h implies that the model e accounts

for (3.04+.125)/3.32 = 95% of the total fluctuations of hours per capita and h accounts for

the remaining (.03+.125)/3.32 = 5%. These figures are very close to those in the data where e

accounts for 81% and h for 19% of the variance in hours per capita. That is, while our model

slightly overstates the explanatory power of the extensive margin of labor supply our numbers are

largely consistent with the data. Regarding wages and labor productivity, our model generates

75% of the fluctuations of wages and 72% of the fluctuations in (average) labor productivity.

Further, the model fully accounts for 95% of the fluctuations in labor share. The autocorrelation

coefficients of w, lp and ls are also very similar between model and data (slightly below .80).

Labor market comovements. Table 5 shows the entire correlation matrix of all labor market

variables and output. First, note that the cyclical correlations of e and h with output in the

model, respectively .91 and .51, are similar to their data counterparts, respectively .82 and .73.

The correlations of e and h with eh are also very close between the model, respectively 1.00 and

.54, and the data, respectively .97 and .70. That is, the model is able to capture very well the

higher correlation of e with both y and eh. Further, the model also accounts for the comovement

between e and h with a correlation coefficient of .47 in the model and of .51 in the data.

Second, all comovements between output, hours per capita, employment per capita, wages,

labor productivity and labor share are quantitatively consistent with the data. These comovements

include a set of four puzzles in the business cycle literature:

(a) The Dunlop-Tarsis phenomenon. We obtain a correlation between wages and output

of ρ(w, y) =-.14, which is almost on target, ρ(w, y) =-.13.
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(b) The labor productivity puzzle. The low correlation between labor productivity and

output that we obtain, ρ(lp, y) =.19, is clearly close to its data counterpart, ρ(lp, y) =.15.

(c) The labor share puzzle. The countercyclical pattern of labor share is almost matched

with the negative correlation coefficient of ρ(ls, y) =-.35. Further, using the decomposition

exercise in equation (3) to account for the pattern ρ(ls, y), we find that we are getting

the comovement of labor share and output for the right reasons. In (3) we show that

ρ(ls, y) can be written as a function of ρ(w, y), ρ(lp, y), ρ(w, lp) and var(lp)
var(w)

. Here we

find that each of these four elements explaining ρ(ls, y) behaves as its corresponding data

counterpart. First, note that the first two elements are the Dunlop-Tarsis phenomenon and

the labor productivity puzzle that we just resolved. Second, Table 5 shows that our model

ρ(w, lp) =.57 is similar to that statistic in the data, .67, and from Table 4 we can show

that our model var(lp)
var(w)

=.92 is also close to that statistic in the data, .96. That is, we

are getting not only ρ(ls, y) right, but also the cyclical joint behavior of w, lp and y that

explains ρ(ls, y).

(d) The hours-productivity puzzle. The comovement of hours (per capita) with productivity,

measured either as wages or (average) labor productivity, in the model also behaves as the

data. Our model delivers ρ(w, eh) =-.37 and ρ(lp, eh) =-.23, while these numbers are,

respectively, -.44 and -.33 in the data.

The finding that our model is able to generate (a)-(c) is not surprising as we are setting

these moments as estimation targets. However, our model successfully matches the larger set

of non-targeted (in estimation) comovements across labor market variables in Table 5, including

(d). The behavior of hours per capita and labor share in the model also implies the low correlation

between them, ρ(ls, eh) =-.17, that we observe in the data, -.14. Decomposing hours per capita

in terms of employment per capita e and hours per worker h, we find that the comovement of e

with w, lp and ls in the model ρ(w, e) =-.38, ρ(lp, e) =-.23 and ρ(ls, e) =-.17 are consistent with

their data counterparts ρ(w, e) =-.41, ρ(lp, e) =-.39 and ρ(ls, e) =.03. While the comovement

of hours per worker h and labor productivity ρ(lp, h) =-.07 is close to target -.02, we have some

difficulty in entirely matching the comovement of wages and hours per worker with a model

correlation of ρ(w, h) =-.12, which is more negative in the data -.36 and, hence, in matching

the comovement of labor share and hours per worker with a model correlation of ρ(ls, h) =-.06,

which is -.42 in the data. Finally, that the correlation of wages and labor share ρ(w, ls) =.50,

and the correlation of labor productivity and labor share ρ(lp, ls) =-.43 are also consistent with

their data counterparts, respectively ρ(w, ls) =.42 and ρ(lp, ls) =-39.37

37Specifically, out of the 21 elements in the correlation matrix of Table 5 we match 15 elements below an
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7.1.2 The Short-Run Elasticity of Substitution between Capital and Labor σt

We find that σt has large fluctuations with a (logged and HP-filtered) variance of 2.21. This

implies that σt lies in the range [0.31,2.73]. Further, σt moves systematically with output,

displaying a significant countercyclical behavior with a correlation between σt and output of -.48.

In other words, the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor tends to fall (increase) in

expansions (recessions) and, hence, capital and labor are more complementary (less substitutable)

in expansions than in recessions. That is, labor-augmenting productivity shocks at are more

biased toward labor—i.e., a productivity innovation is more labor saving—in expansions than in

recessions. Finally, σt is almost as persistent as output with a coefficient of .90.

7.1.3 Consumption and Investment

Our model accounts for 56% of investment fluctuations. Further, model investment is procyclical

with a coefficient of .92, similar to the data .95, and also highly persistent with an autocorrelation

coefficient .72 as in the data .86. However, our model falls short in terms of consumption

fluctuations as it accounts only for 33% of its variance. In addition, we find model consumption

to be countercyclical with a coefficient of -.26, which is strongly at odds with the data where

consumption is clearly procyclical with a coefficient of .93. The fact that consumption is negatively

correlated with output is a known feature of models with investment-specific technical change

shocks (see the discussions in Justiniano and Primiceri (2008) and Guerrieri et al. (2010)) and/or

government shocks (see King and Rebelo (1999)). In Online Appendix F we show how we can get

consumption right without distorting our labor market results. In the context of our model, we

find that shutting down government shocks, adding adjustment costs, and/or removing wealth

effects with the preferences in Greenwood et al. (1988) help make consumption procyclical.

7.1.4 The Productivity Residual z

This is the (total factor) productivity residual computed under the assumption of no investment-

specific technical change and no capital utilization. To construct this residual z we apply STEP 4

in Algorithm 1 to the model in the same manner that we applied (4) to the data (see Section 6.2.2

for the rationale behind this choice). Note that the fact that we are using model-generated series

of output, labor, investment and factor shares to recover z implies that the productivity z is

endogenous. We find that our model accounts for 81% of the fluctuations of its data counterpart,

that it is highly correlated with output with a coefficient of .83 as it is in the data with .70, and

absolute deviation of 0.1 (note that maximum absolute deviation is 2.0), and 20 elements below an absolute
deviation of 0.25.
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that it is also highly persistent with an autocorrelation of .71, similar to the data .77.

7.2 IRFs to Productivity Shocks zt

To compute these IRFs we recover model-generated productivity residuals zt with simulated data

for output, labor, investment and labor share as described in STEP 4 of Algorithm 1—that is,

we apply to the model the same identification strategy to recover zt that we applied on the data

using (4).38 Then using the model-generated series for z, labor share and output, we estimate the

trivariate process of productivity zt, labor share and output posed by (6)-(8), as we analogously

did with data in Section 2.2. The resulting model IRFs are in Figure 3. In all cases, the model

IRFs closely follow their data counterparts. Our main success is that labor share displays the

overshooting property of the same size and length that we observe in the data as described in

Section 2.2. First, in response to a productivity innovation, labor share initially drops to -.0026

points. Second, after the initial drop, labor share rapidly increases to reach a maximum of .0019

log points above mean before the 30th quarter. Third, this response of labor share persists in

keeping itself alive at .0017 log points above mean for 50 quarters after the productivity innovation

occurred. Finally, we also keep track of the response of output to productivity shocks fairly well,

even though this IRF was not part of our set of targets. While we miss part of the small hump in

output generated during the first 4 quarters after the productivity innovation, our model is able

to replicate the subsequent 46 quarters of the output response.

8 What Explains Our Results?

Our main contribution is the introduction of the elasticity σt on business cycle analysis. Here,

we explore in detail the quantitative role of σt on labor market behavior using two different

dimensions: The cyclical behavior of σt contesting NCES vs CES vs CD as short-run components

of the aggregate production function and the joint dynamics of σt with productivity at.

8.1 NCES-CD vs. CES-CD vs. CD-CD

Our first exerciset to study the effects of σt on model allocations is by contesting our NCES

model against two distinct cases. First, we set σt = σ = .5981 ∀t; and second we set σt = 1

∀t. That is, we restrict the short-run component of the production function to, respectively, a

CES or a CD shape.39 The effect that entirely shutting down the fluctuations of σt has on a

38In our Extended Online Appendix, we discuss the orthogonal impulse response functions of our endogenous
variables to all exogenous shocks in our model, {at, σt, bt, vt, gt}.

39In all scenarios we keep the long-run production function as Cobb-Douglas to be consistent with BGP in the
presence of investment-specific technical change, as discussed in Section 3.
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standard set of business cycle moments is shown in Table 6 and on all labor market comovements

in Table 7.40 Our main finding is that without a cyclically moving σt, labor market dynamics

move substantially away from U.S. behavior.

First, wages and (average) labor productivity move too strongly with output in the CES-CD

case with cyclical correlations that more than double (in absolute terms) the correlations that we

attained in the NCES-CD case (or the data). That is, removing fluctuations of σt revives the

Dunlop-Tarshis phenomenon and the labor productivity puzzle. Specifically, in the case of wages

the correlation with output goes from -.14 in the NCES-CD model to -.28 in the CES model,

while this correlation is -.13 in the data. In the case of labor productivity the correlation with

output goes from .19 in the NCES-CD case to .39 in the CES-CD, while this correlation is .15 in

the data.

Second, this has consequences for labor share. Recall from equation (2) that ρ(ls, y) can

be decomposed as the weighted difference between ρ(w, y) and ρ(lp, y) with weights being

var(w)/var(ls) and var(lp)/var(ls). Now, given that ρ(w, y) is negative, this is the sum

of two negative numbers. Taking as reference the NCES model, note that while both var(w)

and var(lp) are slightly lower in CES-CD model by a factor of about 1/5, var(ls) decreases by

a factor of 1/2 in the CES-CD model to .24 compared with .52 in the NCES-CD model, that is,

both weights increase in the CES-CD case. If we add the fact, as discussed above, that CES-CD

implies an increase of ρ(w, y) in aboslute terms and in ρ(lp, y), then ρ(ls, y) will be more nega-

tively related with output in the CES-CD case. Precisely, we find that with a constant elasticity

of substitution labor share is almost perfectly negatively correlated with output, ρ(ls, y) = -.97,

while recall that this figure is -.35 in the NCES-CD model and -.34 in the data. That is, the

CES-CD model is far from resolving the labor share puzzle.

Regarding with the hours-productivity puzzle we find that hours per capita and wages are

about one half more negatively correlated in the CES-CD case than in the data, respectively,

ρ(eh, w) = -.65 in the CES-CD model against -.44 in the data, while we find this is -.37 in

our NCES-CD model. Further, while hours per capita and labor productivity are negatively

correlated in the data, ρ(eh, lp) = -.33, they are uncorrelated in the CES-CD model,-.02, while

this correlation is -.23 in our NCES-CD model. Finally, the CD-CD model is hopeless in getting

the labor share right by construction, since wages and (average) labor productivity are perfectly

correlated in that scenario. Note that in the CD-CD case wages and labor productivity are not

40One may argue that by shutting down σt shocks while keeping our benchmark estimated parameters from
Section 6.2.3 to analyze CES-CD and CD-CD models, we are forcing these alternative models to perform below
their possibilities. To avoid this and in order to give these models their best shot, we fully re-estimate the CES-CD
and CD-CD models with exactly the same target moments (and weighting matrix) as in our benchmark case in
our Extended Online Appendix. Our results with re-estimation are similar to those described in this Section.
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highly correlated with output because of the presence of investment and government shocks that

drive this correlation down although afar from the data.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the IRFs of productivity, labor share and output to productivity

shocks under the CES-CD and CD-CD cases—we also reproduce our NCES-CD model for com-

parison. In all cases, productivity responds similarly to its own innovations and close to the point

estimates in the data. This means that σt does not change the properties of productivity shocks.

The response of output to productivity shocks shares the same behavior in the NCES-CD and

CES-CD models (not so for the the CD-CD model that overestimates the initial response of out-

put). The deal breaker across models is the response of labor share to productivity innovations.

While the labor share response in the NCES-CD model reproduces the data (see our discussion in

Section 7.2), this is not the case in the CES-CD and CD-CD models. In the CES-CD model the

initial response of labor share drops to -.0031 log points, which is outside the 95% CI of the data

response; then labor share weakly rises to enter the data 95% CI and overshoot its mean at the

14-15th quarter after the impact of a productivity innovation. That is, in the CES-CD case labor

share overshoots at a much slower pace than in the data where this happens at the 7th quarter.

Finally, labor share persista more than in the data with a value of .0011 log points above mean

in the 50th quarter. The CD-CD case is, by construction, silent about labor share responses.

8.2 The Effects of Labor-Augmenting Productivity Innovations, at, on the Elasticity

of Substitution, σt: Implications for Labor Share Dynamics

Finally, we investigate the implications that the joint dynamic behavior of at and σt have on labor

share dynamics. The top-left panel in Figure 8 reproduces our NCES-CD benchmark response of

labor share to productivity innovations zt described in Section 7.2 and the top-right panel shows

the IRF of the components of labor share, i.e., wages and labor productivity where note that

response of labor share is that of wages minus productivity. The center-left panels shows the

response of labor share to productivity innovations zt when we shut down the dynamic effects

of at on σt in the NCES-CD benchmark model (i.e., we set φ1aσ = φ2aσ = νaσ =0). Recall

that at implies a decrease in σt with a slow diffusion that converges to mean from below (see

Section 6.2.3)

The findings are clear. The joint dynamics between at and σt are crucial in generating the rapid

and strong overshooting behavior of labor share in response to productivity. Without the joint

dynamics of at and σt the response of labor share to productivity innovations falls significantly

below its data counterpart, and while labor share crosses its mean value from below, it does

so at a much lower pace, at period 15 (about twice the length we observe in the data and

our benchmark model). The reason for this result are less responsive of wages to productivity
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shocks after impact in the case where we shut down the joint dynamics of at and σt (note that

the response at impact is identical to the one in the unrestricted case), while labor productivity

shows no difference across models, see our decomposition of labor share show in the center-right

panel. Though delayed, the model without joint dynamics of at and σt is still able to generate

a somewhat lasting overshooting of labor share. We find that this persistence in the response of

labor share innovations is generated by investment shocks.

To see this note that if we additionally shut investment shocks φ1v = φ2v = νv =0, then the

response of labor share flattens out at its mean value after the 10th period and never overshoots

in a significant manner. In this case, wages are much less responsive after impact (again, the

response at impact is identical to the one in the unrestricted case) to productivity shocks, and

also labor productivity is less responsive and without a propagated hump.

9 Direct Empirical Evidence

Section 8 showed that our labor market results strongly rely on cyclical behavior of the elasticity

of substitution, σt. So far, we have used our NCES-CD business cycle model in full force to

structurally identify the behavior of σt and found σt to be countercyclical, i.e., σt moves system-

atically against output. It is then natural to ask whether our structurally estimated σt behaves

the same way if it is recovered directly from the data under alternative identification strategies.

This is the empirical question that we tackle in this Section.

9.1 The Elasticity of Substitution in Recession and Non-Recession NBER Dates

The structural countercyclical behavior of σt that we obtained in Section 7 implies that in recession

years the elasticity of substitution must be larger than in non-recession years. We now test

this result directly from the data. To do so, first note that the optimal demand of labor and

capital using our NCES-CD production function yields the following equation that relates the

ratio of factor prices (in log-deviations from trend), the time varying elasticity of substitution,

the productivity residuals, and the ratio of factor inputs (in log-deviations from trend):

ln

(
ŵt
r̂t

)
=
σt − 1

σt
ln ât −

1

σt
ln

(
êht

k̂t

)
, (48)

where hat-variables indicate x̂t = xt
x0

. Here, note that if σt = σ ∀t, then we are back to the CES

production function. For the case of a CES production function, it is standard to use time-series

data to identify σ using variation across time. However, to identify a nonconstant σt we need to

use some additional source of variation. Here, we will use NBER recession dates to create this
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variation and estimate an elasticity of substitution for recession and non-recession years separately.

That is, here we use the variation across pairs of ratios of factor prices and ratios of factor inputs

within recession years to identify a constant elasticity associated with recessions, σR, and the

variation within non-recession years to identify a constant elasticity associated with non-recession

years, σNR.

While, fortunately, recessions are relatively uncommon phenomena, this poses the challenge

that we might not have enough data points (observations) in recession years to accurately estimate

σR due to small sample bias. We provide two routes for resolving this problem. First, we resolve

this problem by ignoring it. This implies using aggregate ratios of factor prices and factor inputs to

estimate (48) for the set of NBER recession dates and separately do the same for the complement

set of dates. To do this we use the 35-sector KLEM database provided by Jorgenson (2007).

KLEM is a sectoral input-output database that contains annual data from 1960 to 2005 of

35 sectors in the U.S. economy. We use available information on the wage bill, capital rental

payments, and quantity of labor and capital inputs for each sector and year.41 The estimation

procedure goes as follows. We aggregate factor inputs (kt =
∑

i kit and eht =
∑

i ehit) and

factor incomes (rtkt =
∑

i ritkit and wteht =
∑

iwitehit) across industries i for each year t

and obtain aggregate factor prices (rt = rtkt/kt and wt = wteht/eht). Then, we take logs and

detrend the aggregated variables to get the relative factor demand in its short-run formulation

as in equation (48), which we estimate using OLS. We conduct this estimation separately for

11 NBER recession years and the complement of 35 NBER non-recession years associated with

the sample period 1960-2005. Figure 9a shows the results of this estimation. There we scatter

plot the pairs (in logs) of the ratios of factor prices (vertical axis) and the ratios of factor inputs

(horizontal axis) for recession years (in blue) and non-recession years (in red). We find that the

elasticity of substitution during recessions is σR =1/0.808=1.24 with 95% confidence intervals of

[1.142,1.351], whereas during the non-recession years this elasticity is σNR =1/1.596=.63 with

95% confidence intervals of [0.608,0.646]. That is, the elasticity of substitution is countercyclical.

Second, to further avoid small sample bias, we construct artificial time-series of aggregate

factor prices and inputs using the cross-sectional variation in KLEM sectors.42 Specifically, we

re-do the computation of rt, wt, kt and eht but from a set of randomly selected sectors (with

replacement). First, we randomly draw m =35 industries with 100% replacement rate. Keeping

these set of industries for the entire sample period 1960-2005, we construct time-series of factor

prices and factor inputs as illustrated above. We repeat this procedure B=1000 times so that we

obtain as many time series {{ŵbt , r̂bt , k̂bt , êh
b

t}T=2005
t0=1960}Bb=1. Figure 9b shows the resulting scatter

41Nominal variables are deflated by using CPI.
42Note that this takes care, at the same time, of the small sample bias associated with the fact that there are

not more than 35 sectors for aggregation.
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plot for the pairs of ratios of factor prices and ratios of factor inputs separately for recession years

(in blue) and non-recession years (in red). The estimation results of this bootstrapping exercise are

quite similar to our previous direct estimates. The estimated elasticity of substitution in recession

years is σR =1/0.735=1.36 with 95% confidence intervals of [1.346,1.374] while the elasticity in

non-recession years is σNR =1/1.4=.71 with 95% confidence intervals of [0.709,0.714].

We conclude that the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is clearly counter-

cyclical. This entirely aligns with the results of the structural estimation of our NCES-CD model.

Further, we observe that the direct estimates of the elasticity from this Section are in the ballpark

of the ones we obtained structurally, although the point estimates for σR and σNR suggest (an

average) that tends to be slightly above the average σ obtained in Section 6.2.3.43

9.2 Composition Effects: Industry-Specific Elasticities of Substitution σi and the

Cyclical Correlation of Industrial Shares and Aggregate Output

Finally, an entirely different procedure for describing the potential behavior of the aggregate

elasticity of substitution over time is to assume that each industry operates a CES technology

with an elasticity between capital and labor, σi, which is possibly different across industries. In

this scenario, we can study the cyclical behavior of the industrial composition of output together

with the industry-specific elasticity of substitution, σi. Does the share of industries with low

(high) elasticity of substitution increase (decrease) in expansions? If yes, this would suggest the

notion of a countercyclical aggregate σt, which is consistent with our structural results.44

Table 8 shows the industry-specific elasticity of substitution for each of the 35 sectors in

the KLEM database provided in Jorgenson (2007). For this estimation we closely follow Young

(2013).45 In Table 8, we list 32 industries with the estimated σi, industrial share of output,

43There are two sources to which we can attribute this discrepancy. First, note that neither do we have
industry-specific ISTC nor do we make use of industry-specific capital utilization rates when conducting the direct
estimation in this Section, while our NCES-CD model incorporates both mechanisms. Second, perhaps more
relevant for this comparison, KLEM data are annual data, while our model is quarterly. It is then natural to think
that the elasticities that we are capturing using annual data in this section might be associated with a higher
(medium-run) frequency than those from our model. In all, these are also two obvious reasons for which we
choose not to use σR and σNR as targeting moments in the estimation strategy of our NCES-CD model, though
they might serve as good targeting moments for other models.

44There is an obvious caveat in the inference of this exercise, and that is that the addition of sectoral CES
technologies (one per industry) does not imply an aggregate technology. It is, however, still useful to, at least
qualitatively, see which industries (high vs. low elasticity) are more important during recessions and expansions.
If the share of value added of industries with low (high) σi increases (decreases) in expansions, this notion would
generally conform with the results of our structurally estimated σt, that is, that σt is countercyclical.

45Young (2013) estimates first-order conditions for optimal factor demand using several techniques, GMM, GIV,
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and cyclical correlation to aggregate output.46 The table is sorted by the value of the elasticity

of σi from the lowest to the highest. We observe that industries with low elasticity σi do not

present a clear pattern in terms of the cyclicality of their industrial shares with aggregate output.

For example, electrical machinery has an elasticity equal to .02 and displays a positive share

correlation with aggregate output of .48, while food that has also a very low elasticity of .03

shows a negative correlation with output of -.57. However, we find that industries with high

elasticity, in particular, those with a larger share of aggregate output (i.e., finance and services),

display clear and strong negative correlations between their respective shares of industrial output

and aggregate output. To gain a better idea of this relationship, Figure 10 shows the scatter plot

of industry-specific elasticities of substitution (vertical axis) and the cyclical correlation between

industry-specific shares with aggregate output. Our findings suggest an unambiguous negative

relationship between industry-specific elasticities of substitution σi and the comovement of their

respective industrial shares sit with output yt, i.e. ρ(sit, yt). We obtain a significantly negative

(weighted by share) correlation of -.262 between σi and ρ(sit, yt). That is, the share of industries

with a low (high) elasticity of substitution tends to increase (decrease) with output. This suggests

again an aggregate elasticity of substitution that declines in expansions.

10 Competitive NCES-CD Model vs. NK Models vs. DMP Models

In this section we compare the performance of our competitive NCES-CD model against two

noncompetitive frameworks, New-Keynesian (NK) models and Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides

(DMP) labor search models. First, the working hypothesis in NK models is that in response

to reductions in demand, imperfectly competitive firms reduce labor more quickly than output

prices. This mechanism is traditionally incorporated with ad hoc rigidities on wages/prices.47,48

Here, we focus on two benchmark NK models: Smets and Wouters (2007) and Altig et al.

and differenced OLS. Here we focus on a standard specification with relative factor demands,

kti
hti

= c3 + σi
wti
rti

+ (1− σi)(λh − λk) · t+ ε3ti,

that we use to estimate σi separately for each industry i with OLS. Our results are in Table 8, and they are similar
to those reported in Young (2013).

46We dropped three industries for which the estimated σi was negative. These industries are communications,
agriculture, and textile mill products, which represent a relatively minor share of aggregate output, 5.1%.

47The household labor supply in NK models largely follows Erceg et al. (2000) that introduce monopolistically
competitive unions that set wages with Calvo frictions. In a model with both wage and price ad hoc stickiness,
Erceg et al. (2000) show that sticky prices are the ones that break the tie between the real wage and the marginal
product of labor (i.e., wt 6=MPNt) whereas sticky wages break the tie between the real wage and the marginal
rate of transformation between consumption and leisure (i.e., wt 6= MRSt). See also Karabarbounis (2013) for
a discussion of these margins.

48See Rotemberg and Woodford (1991) and Rotemberg and Woodford (1999) for comprehensive discussions
of this mechanism, and Hall (2011) and Bils et al. (2013) for recent applications to the great recession.
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(2011) (SW and ACEL hereafter). The SW model incorporates nominal and real frictions and

seven structural shocks to explain the dynamics of the economy. ACEL build upon Christiano

et al. (2005) and incorporate firm-specific capital with three structural shocks: monetary shocks,

technology shocks, and investment-specific shocks. The ACEL model aims at fixing frequencies

of the firm’s re-optimizing price as observed in the data while still maintaining the inflation inertia.

In their estimation, they target IRFs of ten variables that include labor market variables and labor

share. We interpret ACEL is more engineered than SW toward getting labor market dynamics

right.

Second, in DMP models, rents generated from matching frictions are distributed according to

Nash bargaining.49 Under standard parameter values, Shimer (2005) shows that the Nash wage

rate follows productivity too closely and, hence, with wages moving that much the model generates

less volatility in (un)employment than the data.50 This result, labeled as the (un)employment

volatility puzzle, has been contested in many forms (see Pissarides (2009) for a comprehensive

discussion). Here, as our DMP benchmark, we will follow the staggered Nash bargaining proposed

in Gertler and Trigari (2009), engineered to overcome the (un)employment volatility puzzle.51

To establish a meaningful comparison across these noncompetitive-market models and our

competitive-market framework, here we solve SW, ACEL and GT and report the same moments

that we used to contest our competitive-market NCES-CD model to the data. We focus on the

IRFs of productivity, labor share, and output to productivity shocks.52 Further, we recover the

endogenously generated σ by these models and compare it to our structurally estimated σ.

10.1 IRFs to Productivity Shocks z

Here we compare the responses of productivity, labor share and output to productivity innovations

across models. In SW, productivity shocks are unobservable, trend-stationary and have short-

run orthogonal restrictions with respect to other shocks in their model. In ACEL, productivity

shocks are unobservable and identified through long-run restrictions as in Gaĺı (1999). However,

in GT productivity shocks are observable (retrieved from data on output, factor inputs, and

49See Pissarides (1990) and Mortensen and Pissarides (1994).
50See also the results in Andolfatto (1996), Table 2 page 124.
51Table 2 in GT shows that with flexible wages their setting strives back to the standard DMP due to the fact

that wages move as much as labor productivity, which implies low variation in (un)employment. Here, recall that
in our discussion in Section 2 we linked the behavior of wages, labor productivity, and labor share. In particular,
we argued that when there is a high correlation of wages and labor productivity, then labor share barely moves
(contradicting its countercyclical behavior in the data). This way, the (un)employment volatility puzzle targeted
in the DMP literature and the labor share puzzle have very similar origins, a high model correlation between wages
and labor productivity.

52We further study the same set of unconditional business cycle moments of the labor market for each of these
models in our Extended Online Appendix.
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factor shares) and trend stationary. There are additional differential elements that can affect

what productivity shocks are across models. In particular, note that SW and ACEL incorporate

more than productivity shocks, such as investment shocks, while GT is a productivity-only driven

model. Further, GT does not incorporate capital utilization while SW and ACEL do, hence,

potentially affecting the properties of productivity shocks again.

As we discussed in Section 6.2.2, to resolve this comparability issue we use simulated data

of output, capital, labor, labor share and investment from each model to identify and compute

a (total factor) productivity residual z exactly in the same way in each and every model using

equations (46) and (47) in STEP 4 of Algorithm 1. This way, productivity shocks z and their

associated IRFs can differ across models not because of different identification schemes applied

to each model but only because of different model-specific mechanisms that generate the series

of output, capital, labor and/or labor share. Then, for each model we use the model-generated

productivity shocks z identified in the same manner and model-generated data on labor share and

output to estimate the trivariate system in (6) identified with the same assumptions described in

(8).53 Figure 11 reports the associated IRFs of doing this exercise for each model.

In SW, the IRF of productivity z to its own innovations lies in the 95% confidence intervals

of data IRF. However, the SW model does not generate the overshooting response of labor share

to productivity innovations, dropping largely at time zero and then converging to its mean from

below. Also the IRF of output to productivity shocks is too persistent with respect to the data.

The IRF of productivity z to its own innovations from ACEL model-generated data tends to be

less persistent than the data IRF. The fact that this response of productivity dies out relatively

quickly can partly explain why the overshooting response of labor share to productivity that the

ACEL model generates also dies out more quickly (already below .0010 log points from its mean

in the 35th quarter) than in the data (where it is still strong at .0017 log points in the 50th

quarter). The response of output to productivity innovations in ACEL conforms with the data.

Finally, the GT model generates a very weak labor share overshooting with a drop of labor share in

response to productivity, which is more than three times larger than its data counterpart. Further,

productivity and output both display a late hump in response to productivity innovations, which is

not present in the data. Comparing the results of these noncompetitive-market models with our

competitive-market NCES-CD model, we find that our model outperforms previous frameworks.

53We impose no constraints on AR coefficients in the simulated data from the GT model because of no
convergence of the trivariate system on the GT model simulated data otherwise. Nevertheless, the IRF of labor
share to productivity shocks is robust to a wide set of alternative model specifications of the trivariate system.
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10.2 The Endogenous σ Generated by NK and DMP Models

Finally, an additional and perhaps simpler way to test these noncompetitive-market models is

through their implied (average) short-run elasticity of substitution between capital and labor, i.e.,

σ. Note that as long as a model endogenously generates time variation in the ratio of factor

prices w/r and the ratio of factor inputs l/k (and NK and DMP models do), we can use their

simulated data on these ratios to estimate the implied constant σ generated by each model.

Proceeding that way we find that the σ implied by NK models is 1.534 with 95% [1.528,1.541]

for the case of SW and .927 with 95% [0.899,0.956] for ACEL,54 and the σ generated by the GT

model is .932 with 95% [0.929,0.936]. In all cases, the implied σ in the NK and DMP models is

significantly above our structural estimate for it, .5981, with NK and DMP models attaining an

implied capital and labor more substitutable than what our results suggest.

11 Conclusion

We have proposed an aggregate production function that, while entirely consistent with a balanced

growth path, can be used to study short-run behavior separately from long-run behavior, an

exercise that we prove useful for business cycle analysis. While we show that the presence of

investment-specific technical change requires the long-run component of our production function

to be Cobb-Douglas (CD), we allow for the short-run component to take a more flexible form,

exhibiting a nonconstant elasticity of substitution (NCES) across factors of production that we

structurally estimate. We find that incorporating our NCES-CD technology into an entirely

frictionless competitive-market business cycle model provides a new and unified explanation for

several labor market puzzles at once.

Our structural estimates imply that the short-run component of the production function

is significantly more complementary than CD and that the short-run elasticity of substitution

between capital and labor moves systematically against output, i.e., σt is countercyclical. In other

words, productivity innovations are more labor saving in recessions than in expansions. Further,

it is the estimated slow diffusion of σt that breaks the tie between competitive wages and labor

productivity in a very specific manner by making wages less responsive than labor productivity

to productivity innovations at impact, but more responsive in the subsequent periods. That is,

the dynamics of σt propagates the response of wages without distorting the response of labor

54Further advances to explain labor market behavior in the context of NK settings have been recently conducted
by Christiano et al. (2010), Gali et al. (2012), and Christiano et al. (2013). A comparison between our model
against these recent alternative settings is beyond the scope of our paper. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to
see whether the elasticity of substitution estimated from the simulated data of those models yields similar results
to the one we structurally estimate here.
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productivity. Incorporating these dynamic effects of σt into a competitive-market model we

fully explain the observed low cyclical correlation between wages and output (i.e., the Dunlop-

Tarshis phenomenon), the low cyclical correlation between labor productivity and output (i.e, the

productivity puzzle), the negative correlation between labor share and output (the labor share

puzzle) and the negative cyclical correlation between labor productivity and hours (i.e., the hours-

productivity puzzle). Further, our model is entirely consistent with the size and length of the

overshooting response of labor share to productivity shocks.

Our results suggest that a good theory of σt is potentially a good theory for the labor market.

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to do so, it seems quite natural to think about theories

that endogenize σt from a technological perspective (after all, σt is a technological parameter

in our model). In this case, aggregation theory can help. For example, an environment with

putty-clay technologies implies an aggregate production function that displays a lower elastic-

ity of substitution in the short run than in the long run (see Atkeson and Kehoe (1999) and

Gilchrist and Williams (2000)). The countercyclical behavior of the elasticity of substitution in

those environments is, however, not trivial to explore as in principle it can depend on the age-

distribution of plants of different vintages. While we acknowledge that this reasoning deserves

further exploration, a useful idea is to interpret our production function as a reduced-form putty-

clay framework. In our case, we have shocks that exogenously keep the aggregate production at

σt < 1 and away from Cobb-Douglas rather than having this as the result from an endogenous

age-distribution of plants/firms. The use of putty-clay technologies in business cycle analysis

has been explored in Gilchrist and Williams (2000) and more recently in Boldrin and Fernandez-

Villaverde (2005) and Choi and Rios-Rull (2012). We argue that our estimated aggregate σt can

add additional quantitative discipline to these microfounded models.55

An alternative reading of our results is that our σt might reflect labor market (or other)

frictions. That is, σt encapsulates all sorts of frictions that we have decided to purposefully ignore

in our analysis. That line of argument implies—given our successful results for the labor market—

that our estimated σt represents the right set of frictions required by an otherwise competitive

model to match the labor market data. Under this interpretation we argue that there is a value

in incorporating our flexible NCES-CD production function into medium- and larger-scale models

with frictions (e.g. NK or DMP settings). The game is then between a technological parameter

σ̃t in the short-run component of a SR-LR production function embedded in those models and

their endogenous frictions. Note that we write σ̃t and not σt because in that suggested exercise

the actual elasticity of substitution σt differs from the technological parameter σ̃t as long as wages

55Alternative aggregation theories that can, perhaps under the right parameterizations, potentially deliver the
countercyclical behavior of the elasticity of substitution that we document here are those of Mangin (2014) and
Oberfield and Raval (2014).
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are not identical to marginal products. The wedge between σ̃t and σt would be explained by the

model-specific frictions. It is still the case, however, that the relative factor inputs and relative

factor prices simulated from noncompetitive models can be used to estimate an implied σ as we

did in Section 10.2, which establishes a mean for comparison across models. So far, our exercise

in Section 10.2 suggests that NK and DMP models are currently far from generating the actual

short-run elasticity of substitution that we structurally estimate and also empirically recover.
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Table 1: Cyclical Behavior of the Labor Market, U.S. 1954.I-2012.III

y eh e h w lp ls

Variance

3.31 3.64 2.51 0.28 0.84 0.81 0.55
[ 2.60, 4.03] [ 2.85, 4.44] [ 1.90, 3.11] [ 0.25, 0.31] [ 0.57, 1.10] [ 0.30, 1.33] [ 0.45, 0.65]

Correlation Matrix

y 1.00 0.88 0.82 0.73 -0.13 0.15 -0.34
[ 0.81, 0.96] [ 0.72, 0.92] [ 0.66, 0.80] [ -0.41, 0.15] [ -0.07, 0.36] [ -0.51, -0.18]

eh 1.00 0.97 0.70 -0.44 -0.33 -0.14
[ 0.96, 0.98] [ 0.64, 0.76] [ -0.59, -0.29] [ -0.48, -0.19] [ -0.35, 0.07]

e 1.00 0.51 -0.41 -0.39 -0.03
[ 0.41, 0.61] [ -0.59, -0.24] [ -0.54, -0.25] [ -0.28, 0.22]

h 1.00 -0.36 -0.02 -0.42
[ -0.58, -0.14] [ -0.17, 0.13] [ -0.60, -0.24]

w 1.00 0.67 0.42
[ 0.50, 0.83] [ 0.09, 0.76]

lp 1.00 -0.39
[ -0.68, -0.10]

ls 1.00

Notes: y denotes output per capita, eh = H/N is hours per capita, e is employment per capita, h is average
hours per worker, w is real wage, lp indicates labor productivity and ls is labor share. See Online Appendix A
for data definitions and variables construction. For the computations of these statistics all time series have been
logged and HP-filtered. Confidence intervals are computed using block bootstrap with replacement on the actual
data (see Bloom (2009)).
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Table 2: Calibrated Parameters

Parameters Value Target Value

β .9944 δ0 .013
δ1 .0034 i/y .28
ϑ,α .66 labor share .66
κ1 59.86 h∗ .31
λk .0111 λv .0064
λa .0014 λy .0047

Notes: The choice of calibrated parameters is discussed in section 6.1. Each of these calibrated parameters targets
a long-run moment in quarterly terms.
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Table 3: Structurally Estimated Parameters

Parameter Value 95% C.I.

σ 0.5981 [0.5943,0.6019]

ψ1a 0.9536 [0.9518,0.9554]
ψ2a -0.0595 [-0.0618,-0.0571]
υa 0.0090 [0.0088,0.0092]
ψ1σ 0.9830 [0.0394,1.9265]
ψ2σ -0.2049 [-0.7763,0.3666]
υσ 0.0145 [-0.0208,0.0499]
ψ1aσ -6.8144 [-8.2596,-5.3691]
ψ2aσ 2.9812 [-2.4067,8.3691]
υaσ -0.4827 [-1.4951,0.5298]

ψ1b 1.0370 [-0.2809,2.3550]
ψ2b -0.0619 [-1.2392,1.1153]
υb 0.0031 [-0.0003,0.0065]

ψ1v 1.6763 [1.6762,1.6763]
ψ2v -0.6808 [-0.6809,-0.6808]
υv 0.0035 [0.0034,0.0036]

ν2 -5.5979 [-6.6821,-4.5138]
κ2 1.9096 [1.8738,1.9455]

ζ 0.1192 [0.0926,0.1457]

Notes: The variance of estimates are computed by V = 1
T

(
DW−1D′

)−1
where D = ∂(φd−φm(γ))

∂γ and W is the
weighting matrix that we applied in section 6.2.1. The standard errors are the square root of the diagonals of V .
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Table 4: Cyclical Behavior of NCES(SR)-CD(LR) Business Cycle Model and U.S.1954.I–2012.III

U.S. Data NCES(SR)-CD(LR)
υx ρ(y, x) ρ(x, x′) υx ρ(y, x) ρ(x, x′)

Output:
y 3.31 1.00 0.87 3.28 1.00 0.72

Labor Market:
eh 3.64 0.88 0.91 3.32 0.91 0.72
e 2.51 0.82 0.93 3.04 0.91 0.72
h 0.28 0.73 0.82 0.03 0.51 0.73
w 0.84 -0.13 0.75 0.63 -0.14 0.75
lp 0.81 0.15 0.73 0.58 0.19 0.70
ls 0.55 -0.34 0.75 0.52 -0.35 0.80

Elasticity:
w/r 10.70 -0.75 0.82 9.32 -0.77 0.73
eh/k 3.39 0.90 0.91 3.50 0.88 0.72
σ - - - 2.21 -0.48 0.90

Cons./Inv.:

c 2.15 0.93 0.88 0.72 -0.26 0.73
i 32.29 0.95 0.86 18.24 0.92 0.72
R 0.01 0.80 0.82 0.00 0.84 0.72

Shocks:
A∗ - - - 1.42 0.79 0.71
V ∗ 1.00 0.00 0.92 0.98 0.24 0.92
G∗ - - - 0.84 0.34 0.71
B∗ - - - 0.18 -0.12 0.75

TFP Residual:
Z∗ 0.91 0.70 0.75 0.74 0.83 0.71

Notes: y denotes output per capita, c indicates consumption per capita, i indicates quality-adjusted investment
per capita, R denotes the rate of return, eh = H/N is hours per capita, e is employment per capita, h is
average hours per worker, w is real wage, lp indicates labor productivity, ls is labor share, eh/k is the factor
labor-capital input ratio, w/r is a factor price ratio. The data series of factor prices is constructed as w = lst

yt
eht

and r = (1 − lst) ytkt . See Online Appendix A for the data definitions and variable construction. The statistic
υx refers to the variance of the time series x, ρ(x, y) refers to the correlation of x with output per capita, and
ρ(x, x′) refers to the autocorrelation of x. For the computations of these statistics all time series have been logged
(except the rate of return) and HP-filtered. The data moments of z∗ and v∗ are computed under the assumption
of full utilization (see Section 2).
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Table 5: Labor Market Comovements

y eh e h w lp ls

U.S. Data 1954.I–2012.III
y 1.00 0.88 0.82 0.73 -0.13 0.15 -0.34
eh 1.00 0.97 0.70 -0.44 -0.33 -0.14
e 1.00 0.51 -0.41 -0.39 -0.03
h 1.00 -0.36 -0.02 -0.42
w 1.00 0.67 0.42
lp 1.00 -0.39
ls 1.00

NCES(SR)-CD(LR) Model
y 1.00 0.91 0.91 0.51 -0.14 0.19 -0.35
eh 1.00 1.00 0.54 -0.37 -0.23 -0.17
e 1.00 0.47 -0.38 -0.23 -0.17
h 1.00 -0.12 -0.07 -0.06
w 1.00 0.57 0.50
lp 1.00 -0.43
ls 1.00

Notes: See footnote of Table 4.
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Table 6: The Quantitative Importance of σt: Cyclical Behavior of Business Cycle Models

NCES(SR)-CD(LR) CES(SR)-CD(LR) CD(SR)-CD(LR)
σt = .5981 ∀t σt = 1 ∀t

υx ρ(y, x) ρ(x, x′) υx ρ(y, x) ρ(x, x′) υx ρ(y, x) ρ(x, x′)

Output:
y 3.28 1.00 0.72 2.91 1.00 0.73 5.28 1.00 0.75

Labor Market:
eh 3.32 0.91 0.72 2.46 0.91 0.73 5.88 0.96 0.78
e 3.04 0.91 0.72 2.26 0.90 0.73 5.30 0.96 0.77
h 0.03 0.51 0.73 0.02 0.47 0.74 0.03 0.69 0.77
w 0.63 -0.14 0.75 0.49 -0.28 0.74 0.44 -0.05 0.82
lp 0.58 0.19 0.70 0.51 0.39 0.73 0.44 -0.05 0.82
ls 0.52 -0.35 0.80 0.24 -0.97 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.74

Elasticity:
w/r 9.32 -0.77 0.73 8.95 -0.94 0.72 6.43 -0.91 0.78
eh/k 3.50 0.88 0.72 2.65 0.86 0.74 6.43 0.91 0.78
σ 2.21 -0.48 0.90 - - - - - -

Cons./Inv.:

c 0.72 -0.26 0.73 0.59 -0.38 0.73 0.55 -0.29 0.83
i 18.24 0.92 0.72 15.76 0.92 0.72 30.03 0.94 0.77
R 0.00 0.84 0.72 0.00 0.97 0.72 0.00 0.97 0.75

Shocks:
A∗ 1.42 0.79 0.71 1.42 0.83 0.71 1.42 0.83 0.71
V ∗ 0.98 0.24 0.92 1.04 0.26 0.92 1.04 0.39 0.92
G∗ 0.84 0.34 0.71 0.81 0.40 0.71 0.81 0.32 0.71
B∗ 0.18 -0.12 0.75 0.18 -0.12 0.75 0.18 -0.10 0.75

TFP Residual:
Z∗ 0.74 0.83 0.71 0.76 0.87 0.71 0.74 0.88 0.71

Notes: See footnote of Table 4.
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Table 7: The Quantitative Importance of σt: Labor Market Comovements

y eh e h w lp ls

NCES(SR)-CD(LR) Model
y 1.00 0.91 0.91 0.51 -0.14 0.19 -0.35
eh 1.00 1.00 0.54 -0.37 -0.23 -0.17
e 1.00 0.47 -0.38 -0.23 -0.17
h 1.00 -0.12 -0.07 -0.06
w 1.00 0.57 0.50
lp 1.00 -0.43
ls 1.00

CES(SR)-CD(LR) Model: σt = .5981 ∀t
y 1.00 0.91 0.90 0.47 -0.28 0.39 -0.97
eh 1.00 1.00 0.46 -0.65 -0.02 -0.89
e 1.00 0.38 -0.65 -0.04 -0.88
h 1.00 -0.20 0.11 -0.45
w 1.00 0.76 0.32
lp 1.00 -0.37
ls 1.00

CD(SR)-CD(LR) Model: σt = 1 ∀t
y 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.69 -0.05 -0.05 0.00
eh 1.00 1.00 0.69 -0.32 -0.32 0.00
e 1.00 0.64 -0.33 -0.33 0.00
h 1.00 -0.12 -0.12 0.00
w 1.00 1.00 0.00
lp 1.00 0.00
ls 1.00

Notes: See footnote of Table 4.
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Table 8: Industry-Specific Elasticity of Substitution, σi, vs. Cyclical Correlation of Industrial
Shares and Aggregate Output, KLEM 1960-2005

Elasticity Industrial Share Cyclical Correlation

Industry Name σi si =
∑

t
yi,t/yt
T ρ(si,t, yt)

Electrical machinery 0.02 1.51 0.48
Food and kindred products 0.03 2.17 -0.57
Government enterprises 0.06 2.76 0.09
Leather 0.09 0.15 -0.09
Chemicals 0.10 2.71 0.25
Printing, publishing and allied products 0.14 1.97 0.09
Motor vehicles 0.15 1.22 0.46
Furniture and fixtures 0.17 0.48 0.59
Coal mining 0.20 0.28 -0.26
Rubber and misc plastics 0.21 0.82 0.45
Trade 0.22 14.74 -0.37
Paper and allied products 0.27 1.12 -0.09
Stone, clay, glass 0.27 0.83 0.64
Instruments 0.30 1.19 0.19
Apparel 0.33 0.58 0.22
Electric utilities 0.36 2.65 -0.25
Petroleum and coal products 0.36 0.55 0.38
Construction 0.36 7.48 0.53
Tobacco 0.38 0.29 -0.50
Misc manufacturing 0.39 0.42 -0.04
Machinery, non-electrical 0.40 1.87 0.53
Transportation equipment and ordnance 0.40 1.70 0.16
Non-metallic mining 0.41 0.21 0.54
Transportation 0.42 4.03 0.05
Primary metal 0.42 1.36 0.60
Finance insurance and real estate 0.48 14.57 -0.75
Gas utilities 0.49 0.50 -0.01
Fabricated metal 0.53 1.90 0.61
Metal mining 0.57 0.11 0.07
Oil and gas extraction 0.63 2.32 -0.23
Services 0.64 21.61 -0.56
Lumber and wood 0.77 0.75 0.18

Notes: We use the full set of KLEM industries provided in Jorgenson (2007). The industry-specific elasticity
of substitution σi between capital and labor is computed as described in Section 9.2. The industrial share, si,
refers to the time-series average share of industry i in total value added, that is, si =

∑
t
sit
T where for each

period sit =
yit
yt

and yt refers to the total value added computed as the sum of all industries value added, that is,

yt =
∑
i yit. To compute the cyclical correlation between the industrial share, sit, and aggregate output, yt, we

first log and HP-filter these two series.
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Figure 1: Data IRFs of Productivity, Labor Share and Output to Productivity Shocks

Notes: Data IRFs of productivity (top panel), labor share (center panel) and output (bottom panel) in response
to productivity shocks. See the identification assumptions used to generate these IRFs and a discussion of these
results in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2: The Dynamic Effects of the Elasticity of Substitution, σt

Notes: Model IRFs of the elasticity of substitution in response to productivity shocks and its own shocks. See
the identification assumptions used to generate these IRFs from our model in Section 4 and a discussion of these
results in Section 6.2.3.
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Figure 3: Data vs. Model IRFs of Productivity, Labor Share and Output to Productivity Shocks

Notes: Data and model IRFs of productivity (top panel), labor share (center panel) and output (bottom panel)
in response to productivity shocks. See a discussion of these results in Section 6.2.3.
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Figure 4: Identification of σ: Sensitivity of Targeted Moments

(a) Variances of Model Variables Divided by Data Counterparts

(b) Correlations with output

Notes: Panel (a) shows the behavior of model HP-filtered variances of output and labor share (relative to data
counterparts) in response to ceteris paribus changes in the average short-run elasticity of substitution σ ∈ (0,1.5].
The relative variance υ̃x of a variable x is defined as the model-generated variance of that variable divided by its
data counterpart; hence, a value of υ̃x =1.00 implies that the model exactly matches the data. Panel (b) shows
the HP-filtered correlations of model labor market variables with output—tick marks indicate data counterparts.
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Figure 5: Identification of ψ1a, ψ2a and υa: IRFs of Labor Share to Productivity shocks

(a) ψa1 : z → ls (b) ψa2 : z → ls (c) υa : z → ls

Notes: The top panels show the model IRF of labor share in response to productivity shocks for ceteris paribus changes in the properties of the labor-
augmenting technical shocks: ψa1 in top-left panel (a), ψa2 in top-center panel (b) and υa in top-right -panel (c). The bottom panels show the associated
contour sets of the IRFs of interest.
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Figure 6: Identification of ψ1v, ψ2v and υv: IRFs of Labor Share to Productivity shocks

(a) ψv1 : z → ls (b) ψv2 : z → ls (c) υv : z → ls

Notes: The top panels show the model IRF of labor share in response to productivity shocks for ceteris paribus changes in the properties of investment
shocks: ψv1 in top-left panel (a), ψv2 in top-center panel (b) and υv in top-right -panel (c). The bottom panels show the associated contour sets of the
IRFs of interest.
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Figure 7: IRFs of Productivity, Labor Share and Output to Productivity Shocks: NCES-CD vs. CES-CD vs. CD-CD Models

(a) NCES-CD (b) CES-CD (c) CD-CD

Notes: IRFs of productivity (top panels), labor share (center panels) and output (bottom panels) in reponse to productivity shocks. Column (a) refers to the IRFs from our NCES
model, column (b) refers to the CES-CD model and column (c) refers to the CD-CD model. See a discussion of these results in Section 8.1.
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Figure 8: IRFs of Labor Share, Wages and Labor Productivity to Productivity Shocks: The Role
of {ψ1aσ, ψ2aσ, υaσ} and {ψ1v, ψ2v, υv}

(a) : NCES-CD: IRF of ls to z (b) : NCES-CD: IRF of ls, w and lp to z

(c) : (a) + (ψ1aσ = ψ2aσ = υaσ=0) (d) : (b) + (ψ1aσ = ψ2aσ = υaσ=0)

(e) : (c) + (ψ1v = ψ2v = υv=0) (f) : (d) + (ψ1v = ψ2v = υv=0)

Notes: IRFs of productivity to labor share (left column), to wages and (average) labor productivity (right column) in response to
productivity shocks. The top panels show the results for our unrestricted NCES-CD model, the center panels show the model results
for the case where we shut down the dynamcs of the elasticity of substitution generated from labor-augmenting technical shocks, and
the bottom panels shows the model results with the additional restriction that investment shocks are not present. See a discussion of
these results in Section .



Figure 9: The Elasticity of Substitution in Recessions and Non-Recessions NBER Dates

(a) Aggregate ratios from KLEM, by year

(b) Bootstrapped Aggregate ratios from KLEM, by year

Notes: These scatter plots pair the linearly detrended ratio of (logged) factor prices (ŵt/r̂t) (vertical axis) vs. the

linearly detrendred ratio of (logged) factor inputs (êht/k̂t) (horizontal axis). See Section 9.1 for computational
details. Data source: 35-sector KLEM 1960-2005 database from Jorgenson (2007).



Figure 10: Industry-Specific Elasticity of Substitution, σi, vs. Cyclical Correlation of Industrial
Shares and Aggregate Output, KLEM 1960-2005

Notes: See footnote of Table 8.
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Figure 11: IRFs of Productivity, Labor Share and Output to Productivity Shocks: Competitive SR-LR (NCES-CD) Model vs. NK
Models vs. DMP Models

(a) NCES-CD (b) SW (c) ACEL (d) GT

Notes: IRFs of productivity (top panels), labor share (center panels) and output (bottom panels) in reponse to productivity shocks. Column (a) refers to the IRFs from our NCES
model, column (b) refers to the NK-SW model (i.e. Smets and Wouters (2007)), column (c) refers to the NK-ACEL model (i.e., Altig et al. (2011)), and column (d) refers to DMP-GT
model (i.e., Gertler and Trigari (2009)). The estimation method of the the trivariate system of productivity, labor share and output generating these IRFs is identical across models with
the same definition of productivity shocks and the same identification assumptions as described in Section 10.1.
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